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Abstract 

Block copolymer modified epoxy resins have generated significant interest since it 
was demonstrated that the combination could lead to nanostructured thermosets 
through self-assembly. 

In this work, samples of epoxy resin - formed by reaction of bisphenol-A diglycidyl 
ether (BADGE) and diethyltoulenediamine (DETDA) - and containing a range of 
copolymers composed of poly(ethylene oxide) (E) and poly(butylene oxide) (B), 
were prepared and characterized. Samples contained EB, EBE and BEB copolymers 
over a range of concentrations. Copolymers of low molecular weight and low B 
content were found not to microphase separate. BEB copolymers with high 
molecular weight and high B content were found to macrophase separate prior to, or 
during, cure. 

FfIR spectroscopy during cure demonstrated that the reaction kinetics in these 
systems differ from those previously reported for similar systems. 

Over moderate to high copolymer concentration the systems behaved as expected of 
a block copolymer in a solvent selective for one block. As concentration increased, 
transitions from BCC-Hex-Gyr-Lam phases were observed by SAXS. 

At lower concentrations, in some systems, spherical micellar structures were formed, 
as demonstrated by TEM. SAXS analysis was performed on those systems producing 
sufficiently clear patterns. Some degree of reaction-induced microphase separation 
(RI/lPS) was observed in all cases. A linear increase in scattering intensity with 
extent of reaction was observed during RI/lPS. In some cases non-equilibrium 
structures were apparently observed, due to vitrification prior to completion of the 
RI/lPS process. The increase in the number of micelles as a function of concentration 
was analyzed and found to deviate from linearity as the system goes from a solution 
of copolymer in epoxy to swollen copolymer gel. The association number of the 
micelles was found to vary as a function of copolymer composition following a 
similar scaling law to that observed, by others, in aqueous solution. 

Reaction-induced macrophase separation was observed in some BEB systems at 
elevated temperature, but not in similar EBE systems. The process was characterised 
by SALS and found to fit to the Cahn-Hilliard linear theory of spinodal 
decomposition. The systems were seen to vitrify before phase separation is complete, 
producing cured products that were phase separated into interpenetrating networks 
on the micron scale. 

No significant improvement of mechanical properties of the resin was observed in 
those samples tested. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1 Introduction 

Hundreds of thousands of tonnes of epoxy resins and their associated hardeners are 

produced globally each year. Though they are familiar to many as structural 

adhesives, only a small part of total production is destined for that purpose. The 

major fraction will find use in surface coatings, electrical potting and insulation, and 

as the matrix in fibre reinforced composites, amongst other applications[l, 2]. The 

cured resins often have high service temperatures and are extremely hard wearing. 

However, these products also tend to be rather brittle and prone to fracture. 

Block copolymers have been the subject of much research over the last three 

decades, largely due to the interesting behaviour of amphiphilic t species[3-7]. Here, 

the blocks show differing affinity towards a potential solvent and, frequently, a 

tendency to avoid mixing of dissimilar blocks with one another. This leads to the 

blocks arranging themselves into ordered structures with feature sizes determined by 

the lengths of the blocks - typically on the scale of nanometres. 

The ability to combine block copolymers with epoxy resins and produce 

'nanostructured' materials was first demonstrated in 1997 by Hillmyer et al. [8]. 

Further research, reviewed later, suggests significant potential for block copolymers 

in epoxy resins, both as toughening agents for epoxy resins and as templating agents 

for nanostructured materials. 

t Amphiphilic::::: 'loving both', from Greek. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Epoxy Resin 

Epoxy systems generally consist of an epoxy resin with two (possibly more) epoxide 

groups and a multifunctional curing agent. In this work, the common difunctional 

epoxy prepolymer BADGE and the tetrafunctional curing agent DETDA were used. 

The structures of these compounds are shown in Figure 1.1 and they are described in 

greater detail in Chapter 2. 

BADGE DETDA 

Figure 1.1 - Structures of epoxy resin (BADGE) and curing agent (DETDA) used in this work. 

1.1.1 Curing Reaction 

The epoxide group is a three membered planar ring. Geometrical constraints mean 

that the ring is highly strained with each of the three bond angles ~ 60° compared 

with a normal C-C-C bond angle of 109° and C-O-C angle of 112° [1]. Hence the 

epoxide group is highly susceptible to ring opening reactions. The mechanism of acid 

catalysed nucleophilic substitution to the ring is shown in Figure 1.2. Addition 

normally occurs to the less substituted carbon centre due to steric hindrance and the 

presence of electron donating substituents at the more highly substituted carbon. 

Figure 1.2 - Mechanism of acid-catalysed epoxide ring opening by a nucleophile. 

2 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1.2 Gelation 

If, in a polymerizing system, one or more of the reactants has functionality greater 

than two it is clear that, rather than forming simple linear chains, a cross-linked 

network will be created. Once this network becomes effectively infinite, such that it 

extends throughout the reaction vessel, the physical properties of the reacting 

mixture change abruptly. Its viscosity becomes infinite and it begins to exhibit a 

complex viscoelastic response instead (Figure 1.3). Visually, this is observed as the 

transition from a free-flowing liquid to a semi-solid gel, hence the point at which the 

transition occurs is referred to as the gel point. Gelation occurs well before the 

reaction reaches completion. In an in incompletely reacted system beyond the gel 

point the networked 'gel' fraction coexists with the liquid-like 'sol' fraction. The sol 

fraction is so called because it remains soluble in a suitable non-degrading solvent, 

whereas the gel fraction is insoluble. 

: ....... . 

Pgel 

Extent of reaction, p 

Figure 1.3 - Diagram showing transition from viscous liquid to viscoelastic gel at the gel point. G is 
the viscoelastic shear modulus and T] the viscosity. 

1.1.2.1 Flory-Stockmayer theory of network formation 

Theoretical models for the process of gelation in cross linking systems have been 

developed by Flory[9, 10] and further extended by Stockmayer[ll, 12]. Considering 

the reaction - depicted below - of a trifunctional cross-linker (A-groups) with a 

difunctional resin (B-groups), We define a branching coefficient, a, as the probability 

that a randomly selected functional group on a branch unit will be connected to 

3 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

another branch unit by a chain of any length (as opposed to the chain ending at an 

unreacted or terminated group before reaching another branch point). 

B-B 

Figure 1.4 - The cross linking reaction between difunctional chain monomers and trifunctional cross
linking agent. 

Travelling down a chain to a branch point, if a < Y2 then there is a greater than even 

chance that each chain leading from the branch point will end in an unreacted group, 

rather than a branch point. Hence an infinite network will not form. If a > Y2 then 

there is a greater than even chance of producing two new chains, which will in tum 

lead to 40. further chains, an so on. Hence formation of an infinite network becomes 

possible. The critical condition for gelation therefore occurs at ac = Y2. In systems 

where the cross-linker has functionality >3 this can be generalised to[9]: 

(1.1) 

where f is the average functionality of the cross-linking agent. 

Assuming the absence of intramolecular reactions and equal reactivity of all A and 

all B groups it can be shown that[9]: 

a= PAPBP 
1 - PAP B (1 - p) 

(1.2) 

Where PA and PB are the extents of reaction of A- and B-groups respectively. The 

symbol p denotes the ratio of A groups on branch units to all A groups in the mixture 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

and arises because the theory as derived allows for the presence of difunctional A-A 

units as well as multifunctional units. Since, at least for the purpose of this model, all 

of the cross-linker in our system can be considered to be tetrafunctional, we can set 

p = 1. If we also define r as the ratio of A groups to B groups such that PH = rpA we 

can reduce Equation 1.2 to: 

(1.3) 

As long as the resin and cross-linker are mixed stoichiometrically so that there are 

equal numbers of A and B groups present at the beginning of the reaction, r is equal 

to one and therefore a = p2. Combining with Equation 1.1, we can therefore say that 

for a system containing only difunctional epoxy prepolymer and multifunctional 

cross-linker: 

P", =~f~l (1.4) 

Therefore, theoretically, the gel point in our system should occur at P = E ::: 0.58. 

1.1.3 Curing Kinetics 

The mechanism of cure of epoxy resins by amines has been shown to be catalysed by 

the hydroxyl groups present in the cured resin[13]. Hydrogen bonding from the 

hydroxyl hydrogen to the epoxide oxygen acts to withdraw electrons in a similar 

manner to the acid catalysed reaction depicted above. A scheme to describe the 

kinetics of the reaction of a primary amine with an epoxide has been derived by 

Horie[14] and is depicted below. It is assumed that there is initially some impurity 

present in the system which can act as a catalyst (for example, BADGE oligomers, 

rather than monomers, would provide hydroxyl groups.) 

5 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

RNH2 + E + (HX)a 

RNH2 + E + (HX)o 

R2NH + E + (HX)a 

R2NH + E + (HX)o 

k' --------'-----. R2NH + (HX)o + (HX)a 

k, ------:--------. R3N + 2(HX)a 

( l.5a) 

(l.5b) 

(l.5c) 

(l.5d) 

RxNy are the various amine species (primary, secondary and tertiary), E is an epoxide 

group, (HX)o is some initial catalytic impurity and (HX)a is the catalytic hydroxyl 

groups in the reacted resin. 

Wisanrakkit and Gillham[15] have derived an equation to describe the reaction rate 

as a function of the extent of reaction, p: 

dp = k(l- p)2(p + B) 
dt 

(1.6) 

where k = (kte; )/2, B = (k't Co )/(kteo), eo is the initial concentration of epoxide 

groups, Co is the initial concentration of catalyst (HX)o and k/ and k'/ are the rate 

constants as shown in Equation 1.5. 

Ishii and Ryan[16] have used isothermal DSC to show that the BADGE + DETDA 

system obeys these kinetics prior to the gel point by rearranging Equation 1.6 into the 

form of a straight line (Figure 1.5): 

dp/dt = k' k"B 
(1- py p+ 

(1.7) 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

0.014 

0.012 

0.01 

I~' 0.008 ... .-.. 
~ c.. c.., 
"0 - 0.006 ....., 

0.004 

0.002 

0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

Extent of reaction. p 

Figure 1.5 - Plot demonstrating the applicability of autocatalytic kinetics to reaction prior to the gel 
point in the neat BADGE + DETDA system. Series at various temperatures: from bottom to top 150. 

160.175.195,200 °C. Reproduced from [16]. 

1.1.4 Fracture Behaviour 

Since epoxy resins are widely used in structural roles, their fracture behaviour is of 

great interest and has been reviewed in detail elsewhere[l, 2, 17]. 

Fracture occurs by one of two major modes (Figure 1.6). In ductile fracture, 

significant plastic deformation occurs prior to break. In highly ductile materials this 

may result in 'necking' of the specimen to a point. In moderately ductile materials 

fracture may occur via the formation of microvoids which slowly extend, coalesce 

and complete the fracture, thus leading to a rough fracture surface of fibrous 

appearance. In materials where plastic deformation is not favoured, including most 

cured epoxy resins, brittle fracture is the preferred mode. The lack of deformation 

prior to break leads to relatively flat fracture surfaces. The deformations which occur 

during ductile fracture absorb significant amounts of energy and can lead to crack 

deformation and blunting. Hence, ductile fracture occurs in a fairly 'stable' manner, 

requiring the constant application of force over a period of time in order to propagate 

the crack. By contrast, in brittle fracture, the crack normally propagates rapidly and 

may continue to do so even if the stress is removed from the sample, this is referred 

to as 'unstable' propagation. Brittle fracture of engineering materials can be 

7 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

catastrophic since it may occur without warning and, once it has begun, failure is 

likely to occur before corrective action can be taken. 

Figure 1.6 - Types of fracture. (A) Ductile fracture involving necking to a point. (B) Ductile fracture 
with surface roughening by plastic deformation. (C) Brittle fracture. 

The fracture strength of epoxy resins, as with all materials, is much lower than its 

theoretical maximum value. Griffith[18] showed that this is due to the unavoidable 

presence of small defects in the material which result in local concentrations of 

stress. 

In linear elastic fracture mechanics, models are based either on an analysis of energy 

or calculation of the localized stress field. In the former approach, an applied stress 

leads to an increase in potential energy in the system, once this energy exceeds that 

required for the creation of new fracture surfaces, a crack will propagate. This 

condition is quantified in the critical strain energy release rate, Gc.: 

G = ~2 dC 
c 2B da 

(1.8) 

where C is the compliance of the cracked body for a given crack length, a; Pc is the 

load at onset of crack propagation and B is the specimen thickness in the fracture 

plane, orthogonal to the propagation direction. 

8 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

!/ 
I 

I 

II l_ !1I_1 
Figure 1.7 - Loading modes in fracture experiments. Mode I - opening; mode II - in-plane shear; 

mode III - anti-plane shear. 

In the stress field analysis, the stress field around a sharp crack can be described by 

the stress intensity factor, K. In the case of a specimen under mode I loading (Figure 

1.7), the critical stress intensity factor is given by: 

K/c = YlTc~ (1.9) 

where Y is a geometrical factor, fIe is the applied stress at onset of crack propagation, 

and a is the initial crack length. Experimental determination of KIc is discussed in 

Chapter 2; calculation of Gle from KIc is discussed in Section 1.3.3. 

Stress can be dissipated by crack blunting as a result of plastic deformation, such as 

crazing or shear yielding. In crazing, microvoids form in a line and expand so that 

they take on the appearance of a fissure spanned by fibrous bridging filaments. 

Polymer chains within the filaments are strongly aligned. Because of the size of the 

voids, crazes often cause 'stress-whitening' of polymers due to the scattering of light. 

Shear yielding involves the alignment of polymer chains parallel to the plane of 

greatest shear. It leads to a redistribution of the stress filed and crack blunting and is 

the major mechanism of plastic deformation in epoxy resins[ 1]. Shear yielding, 

crazing and crack propagation are all significant mechanisms of energy absorption. 

Studies on thermoplastic- and rubber-toughened epoxies have suggested that 

toughening may occur by a variety of mechanisms. These include energy dissipation 

by debonding and cavitation of the additive particles. Huang and Kinloch[19, 20] 

have shown that the major mode of rubber toughening in a piperidine cured BADGE 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

system is shear yielding. The rubber particles create stress concentrations where 

shear yielding is favoured; this provides a mechanism for energy absorption and 

crack blunting. 

1.1.5 Phase Separation 

Binary polymer-solvent systems may show a number of different phase diagrams as 

shown in Figure 1.8. 

(a) 

T T 

o 
One phase c. 

(c) ~ 
Two phases 

T 

Figure 1.8 - Idealised phase diagrams for a binary polymer-solvent system. CA is the concentration of 
one species. (a) Upper Critical Solution Temperature (UCST) behaviour. (b) Lower Critical Solution 
Temperature (LCST) behaviour. (c) Combined UCST and LCST. (d) 'Hourglass' diagram - a special 

case of (c). 

The tendency of two components to mix can be expressed in terms of the Gibb's 

free energy of mixing (~GM = 1lI-f1- TIlSM). The familiar VeST behaviour is the 

consequence of the increase in entropic contribution with increasing temperature. 

LeST behaviour occurs in systems where significant hydrogen bonding occurs 

between solvent and solute. At high temperature the hydrogen bonds break, leading 

to a significant decrease in ~HM. Entropically driven LeST behaviour can also occur 

due to the much greater increase in molar volume exhibited on heating by the solvent 

10 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

relative to the polymer. However this is only observed if it occurs before the boiling 

. point of the solvent. 

1.1.5.1 Flory-Huggins theory 

For a solution of small molecules where the components are of comparable size and 

intermolecular forces between like and unlike molecules are identical, statistical 

considerations allow us to derive the free energy of mixing for a two component 

system, AOM
, as[21]: 

(1.10) 

where T is the temperature; L1SM is the entropy change of mixing; k is the Boltzmann 

constant, and Ni and Xi are, respectively, the number of molecules and mole fraction 

of component i. 

The following assumptions are made in the derivation of equation 1.10: (i) no 

volume change occurs on mixing; (ii) all molecules are of equal size; (iii) all possible 

arrangements of molecules have the same energy (i.e. the enthalpy change of mixing, 

AHM, is zero); (iv) the motion of components about their equilibrium positions 

remains unchanged on mixing. 

A simple theory of mixing more suited to polymer systems was derived 

independently by Flory[22, 23] and Huggins[24-26]. In the solid state, a polymer is 

fixed in a single configuration; on dissolution it becomes free to adopt a much larger 

number of possible states. However, in polymers one must consider the number of 

possible configurations of the polymer chain available, remembering that some 

configurations will be unavailable due to volume being excluded by other chain 

elements. To allow for the difference in size, the polymer is considered as a chain of 

units of the same volume as a single solvent molecule. In an athermal system 

(L1H = 0) the enthalpy change of mixing is then found to be: 

11 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

(1.11) 

where Ni and fA are, respectively, the number of molecules and volume fraction of 

species i. 

The enthalpy change of mixing is considered to arise from the breaking of x solvent

solvent interactions and y polymer-polymer interactions and the subsequent 

formation of (x + y) solvent-polymer interactions. The enthalpy change of mixing 

can then be written as: 

( 1.12) 

where X is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter and is specific for a given 

combination of polymer and solvent. In the original theory, X was assumed to be 

purelyenthalpic .. In real world systems more satisfactory results are obtained if X is 

defined as having temperature dependent (enthalpic) and temperature-independent 

(entropic) components. (i.e. X = A + [B /11 where A and B are constants). 

The free energy change of mixing can now be deri ved by combining equations 1.11 

and 1.12: 

(1.13) 

Whilst the Flory-Huggins theory successfully predicts the observed behaviour of 

many polymer solutions, it is imperfect. Volume changes on mixing are not 

accounted for and it is incapable of predicting LeST behaviour. Alternative theories 

have been developed but will not be discussed here. 

12 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1.5.2 Mechanisms of phase separation 

Figure 1.9 shows a sketch of a phase diagram and associated free energy plot for a 

binary system. The binodalline indicates where the two phases are in equilibrium 

(for each component, its chemical potentials in the two phases are equal). It 

corresp6nds to the intersection point of the free energy cure and the tangent which 

joins its minima. Experimentally the binodal curve corresponds to the cloud point 

curve of the system. The spinodal curve corresponds to the position of the inflexion 

points on the free energy curve. 

n 
-------·-------··---·--~-·-i 

IIIn_1 
lloe 

\ 

, 
, I 

, ' ,spin_I, 
lloe ' 
~ : 
, : 
• I , , , 
" , • 

I , 
" 
, 
~ 

I 
------- ---~------------r---

I ,. Unstable ' 
I I, Region II M.B. 

M.B.. 

M.B.=Me/4sltlbk Region 

Concentration 

Srsbl, 
Region 

) 

Figure 1.9 - Composition-temperature diagram and associated free energy plot for a binary system. 
The free energy plot is taken at the position of the horizontal dashed line on the composition diagram. 

Inside the spinodal line the system is unstable and3 unless kinetically inhibited, will 

phase separate by 'spinodal decomposition'. Spatially periodic fluctuations in the 

concentration of solute begin at small amplitude. Over time, solute diffuses into the 

solute rich phase and solvent into the solvent rich phase, thus the amplitude of the 

fluctuations increases. Spinodal decomposition usually results in a three dimensional 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

interconnected network with regular structure although, if not kinetically impeded, 

the domains usually coalesce to form spherical structures. 

In the metastable region between the spinodal and binodal curves, 'nucleation and 

growth' .occurs. Here, first an activation energy must be supplied to allow initial 

nuclei of polymer to form . Growth of the nucleus occurs by drawing molecules of 

polymer from the surrounding solution, resulting in a depleted layer, into which more 

polymer diffuses from solution due to the concentration gradient. Nucleation and 

growth normally leads to spherical domains with a range of diameters . 

• e • • e • 
• • • 

• • • 
Figure 1.10 - (Left) Result of computer simulation showing morphology formed during spinodal 

decomposition. Reproduced from [27]. (Right) Typical morphology formed by nucleation and growth. 

1.1.5.3 Reaction-Induced Phase Separation 

As indicated in Figure 1.9 an increase in the degree of polymerization can also lead 

to phase separation. During polymerization the free energy is affected by the increase 

in the molar volume of the polymerizing component. The interaction between the 

modifier and the polymerizing component also changes as functional groups react. 

Reaction induced phase separation in thermosetting systems modified with various 

additives has been reviewed by Williams et al. [28']. 

The free energy of mixing in a pseudo-binary modified thermosetting polymer 

system can be written as[28]: 

14 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

(1.14) 

where Vr is some reference volume; f/Jp and fPM are the volume fractions of 

polymerizing system and modifier respectively (in the pseudo-binary system, 

prepolymer, cross-linker and cross linked polymer are considered as a single 

component); Zp and ZM are the molar volumes of each component normalized to V r. 

Zp will be a function of the extent of reaction and X will normally follow an A+Brr 

type behaviour. 

As the reaction progresses and the extent of cross-linking increases, the glass 

transition temperature of the system will also increase. If the cure temperature (Tcure) 

is below the glass transition temperature of the completely cured product (Tg<f:») then 

vitrification will occur when Tg for the system reaches and exceeds Tcure• After this 

point, indicated by the intersection of the binodalline and the T g vs extent of reaction 

curve and named the 'Berghmans point' [29], no further phase separation can occur 

and the morphology will be kinetically fixed. 

1.2 Block Copolymers 

Copolymers are polymers composed of more than one type of monomer. In block 

copolymers, rather than being distributed throughout the chain, the monomers of the 

same type are grouped together to form two or more blocks. The blocks can be 

connected in a range of different geometries including linear di-, tri- and multi

blocks; star blocks; graft block copolymers and many others. A schematic 

representation of AB diblock and ABA triblock copolymers are shown below (where 

A & B represent different monomers). 

15 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

AB Diblock ABAtri~ 

~ 
Figure 1.11 - Schematic representation of AB diblock and ABA triblock copolymers. 

Block copolymers have been the subject of a great deal of research over the last thirty 

years because of their tendency to self-assemble into ordered structures on nanometre 

length scales and their use as amphiphiles . Much of this work has been reviewed and 

summarised in a number of recent monographs[3-7]. 

1.2.1 Behaviour in the Bulk 

Dissimilar polymers are generally immiscible and will phase separate in the melt as 

described by Flory-Huggins and similar theories. In block copolymers, dissimilar 

blocks are thermodynamically driven to phase separate in the same way. However 

since the blocks are joined by chemical bonds they can only separate on length scales 

which are comparable to the molecular size. This is commonly referred to as 

'microphase separation ' as distinct from the 'macrophase' separation on larger length 

scales described above. 

The tendency to demix is described by XN, where X is the Flory-Huggins parameter 

and is proportional to the enthalpy of demixing and the temperature, as above. N is 

the degree of polymerization and is present because the entropic penalty associated 

with chain stretching scales with the size of the polymer. Chain stretching is 

necessary in order to fill space in microphase separated structures. If, in a diblock 

copolymer, both blocks occupy similar volumes at equilibrium then a structure 

composed of alternating lamellae of A and B blocks will be favoured. If the volumes 

occupied by the two blocks are not equal then chain stretching may be minimized by 

adopting some other morphology. Hence the final morphology adopted is highly 

dependent on the relative volume fractions of the blocks. Figure 1.12 shows an 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

example phase diagram and schematic representations of the morphologies which are 

known to be stable for an AB diblock copolymer melt. 
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Figure 1.12 - Theoretical phase diagram for an AB diblock copolymer. f is the volume fraction of one 
block. Reproduced from ref [6] . 

When XN is high, the inter-phase boundaries will be sharply defined - this is the 

strong segregation limit (SSL). Closer to the order-disorder transition boundary, the 

boundaries are more diffuse. The concentration profile is more sinusoidal in 

appearance. This is the weak segregation limit (WSL). 

1.2.2 Behaviour in Solution 

If a block copolymer is synthesised such that the blocks have significantly different 

affinities for a solvent then the block copolymer will be an arnphiphile. Amphiphilic 

molecules are widely used as detergents as they are able to sequester oils and fats and 

render them soluble in water. Amphiphilic molecules are also common in nature. The 

ability of naturally occurring amphiphiles such as phospholipids to form vesicular 

cells is an essential part of all biological systems. 
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ABA Micelles BAB nowerlike micelles 

Bridged t10werlike micelles (BAB) 

Vesicles 

Figure 1.13 - Diagram showing examples of some of the types of micelle which can be formed by 
diblock and ABA triblock copolymers in a selective solvent. For the purposes of labelling, the A 
blocks are considered to be the blocks with higher affinity for the solvent and are shown in grey 

above. 

Polyoxyalkyene block copolymers are commonly produced as commercial 

amphiphiles, both as detergents and in biomimetic systems. This is largely due to the 

fact that they are highly biocompatible and are therefore essentially non-toxic[30]. 

In solution at very low concentrations, amphiphiles exist as unimolecular species. At 

a certain concentration, micellar structures with a 'solvophobic' core and a 

'solvophilic' corona such as those shown in Figure 1.13 will form. This is known as 

the critical micelle concentration (cmc). The cmc varies with temperature and a 

solution of fixed concentration will show a critical micelle temperature (cmt). The 

determined cmc or cmt may also be dependant on.the technique used to detect 

micellization. The cmc decreases with increasing molecular weight of the 

solvophobic block. 
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When there is a mismatch between the interfacial area per hydrophile compared to 

tbat per hydrophobe, one may observe the formation of bilayered vesicles. This may 

occur where the condition Y2 < P < 1 [31]. Here, p is the surfactant packing parameter 

and is defined as p = V / al where V is the volume per molecule, a is the effective 

cross-sectional area per molecule and I is the chain length normal to the interface. 

Vesicle formation by block copolymers has been reviewed by Discher and 

Eisenberg[32]. 

At higher concentrations, structures showing long range order may be formed. These 

may be understood either by considering packing of micelles due to space constraints 

or by considering the selective swelling of the solvophilic blocks of the copolymer. 

In the later case, the phase diagrams observed will be similar to those for block 

copolymers in the melt, but the effective volume fraction of solvophilic block is 

altered by the presence of a selective solvent. 

In this work where the role of the solvent is performed by relatively high molecular 

weight epoxy resin, the behaviour may be similar to that for block copolymer

homopolymer blends. Theoretical models for the behaviour of microphase separated 

block copolymers when one block is swelled by the presence of homopolymer have 

been calculated by Matsen[33], for weakly segregated systems, and by Likhtman and 

Semenov[34] in the case of strong segregation. Broadly, phase behaviour is expected 

to be similar to that exhibited in the case of swelling by low molecular weight 

selective solvents. It is noted, however, that swelling by homopolymer may stabilize 

additional phases such as the hexagonally perforated lamellar phase and the double 

diamond phase. These phases, where they have been observed at all in neat block 

copolymer systems, are believed to be metastable. 
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1.3 Nanostructured Block Copolymer - Epoxy 
Thermosets: A Brief Review 

The formation of nanostructured systems in cured blends of epoxy resin and diblock 

copoly~er was first reported by Hillmyer et ai. in 1997[8]. Block copolymers had 

previously been investigated as epoxy toughening agents, however, no nanoscale 

structure was observed[35]. Since that initial report, a number of research groups 

have carried out further investigations into a range of epoxy / block copolymer blend 

systems. The systems studied to date are summarized in Table 1.1. 

1.3.1 Non-reactive Modifiers 

1.3.1.1 Studies of morphology & kinetics 

In their initial work[8], Hillmyer et ai. demonstrated the formation of hexagonally 

packed cylinders with diameters on the order of tens of nanometres. The epoxy 

system was bisphenol-A diglycidyl ether (BADGE) + phthalic anhydride. Samples 

containing both PED-PEP (36 wt.% diblock in epoxy, <!>PEOt = 0.52) and PED-PEE 

(25 wt. % diblock, <!>PEO= 0.39) were analysed. Cylinders with a core-shell 

morphology consisting of non-polar core surrounded by a corona of PED were 

observed as shown in Figure 1.14. 

In subsequent work[36] the same group carried out a comprehensive analysis 

involving varying weight fractions of aPED-PEP diblock (<!>PEO = 0.51, Mn = 2700 

g/mol) in a system cured with aromatic amine. They obtained a phase diagram 

similar to that predicted by self-consistent field theory[33] for a mixture of diblock 

t CPPBO is the volume fraction of PEO in the diblock. 
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Polymer Abbreviation Epoxy + Hardener Refs 
System 

Poly(ethylene oxide)-b- PEO-PPO BADGE + MDA [37,38] 
poly(propylene oxide) 

Poly(ethylene oxide)-b- PEO-PBO BADGE+PN [39] 
poly(butylene oxide) . 

Poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(ethyl PEO-PEE BADGE+PA [8] 
ethylene) BADGE+MDA [36] 

Poly(ethylene oxide)-b- PEO-PEP BADGE+PA [8] 
pol y( ethy lene-alt -propy lene ) 

BADGE+MDA [36,40] 

BADGE+PN [41] 

Poly(ethylene oxide)- b- PEO-PPO- BADGE+MDA [37,42-47] 
poly(propylene oxide)-b- PEO 

poly(ethylene oxide) 

Poly(methyl acrylate-co-glycidyl P(MA-co- PN+MDA [48] 
methacrylate )-b-pol yisoprene GMA)-PI 

BADGE+MDA [49] 

Polybutadiene-b-poly( epoxy-l,4- PB-ePI BADGE + MDA [49] 
isoprene-ran-l ,4-isoprene) 

Polystyrene-b-polybutadiene PS-PB PPGDGE+ MDA [50] 

star block BADGE + [51,52] 
copolymer MCDENDDS 

Poly( ethylene oxide )-b-polyisoprene PEO-PI BADGE+MDA [40,53] 

Poly(ethylene oxide)-b- PEO-PB BADGE + MDA [53] 
polybutadiene 

(Epoxidised polyisoprene )-b- ePI-PB BADGE+MDA [53] 
polybutadiene 

Poly(methyl acrylate-co-glycidyl P(MA-co- BADGE + MDA [53] 
methacrylate )-b-poly(2-ethy lhexyl GMA)-

methacrylate) PEHMA 
BADGE (±Br) + PN [41] 

Polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b- 5MB BADGE + [54,55] 
poly(methyl methacrylate) MCDENDDS 
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Polymer Abbreviation Epoxy + Hardener Refs 
System 

Poly(2-vinylpyridine )-b- P2VP-PI PN+HMTA [56,57] 
polyisoprene 

Poly(ethylene oxide)-b- PEO-PE BADGE + MDA [58] 
poly(ethylene) 

Poly( ethylene oxide )-b-polystyrene PEO-PS BADGE + MOCA [59] 

Poly( e-caprolactone )-b- PCL-PB-PCL BADGE + MOCA [60] 
polybutadiene-poly(e-caprolactone) 

Poly(methyl methacrylate )-b- PMMA-PS BADGE + MXDA [61] 
polystyrene 

BADGE only [62] 

Poly(methyl methacrylate )-b- PMMA-PB BADGE only [62] 
polybutadiene 

Polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b- 5MBG BADGE + MCDEA [63] 
poly(methyl methacrylate )-b-
poly(glycidyl methacrylate) 

Polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b- 5MBA BADGE +DDS I [64] 
poly[(methyl methacrylate )-stat- MCDEA I MDA 

(methacrylic acid)] 

Table 1.1 - A summary of epoxy-block copolymer blend systems investigated to date. Details of 
resins and curing agents are given in Table 1.2. Structures of polymer blocks are given in Table 1.3. 
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Name 

Bisphenol A 
diglycidyl ether 

Poly(propylene 
glycol) diglycidyl 

ether 

Phenol Novolac 

Methylene dianiline 

4,4'-methylenebis-
(3-chloro-2,6-
diethylaniline) 

4,4'-
diaminiodiphenyl 

sulfone 

4,4'-methylenebis-
(2-chloroaniline) 

m-xylenediamine 

Abbreviation 

BADGE 

PPGDGE 

PN 

MDA 

MeDEA 

DDS 

MOCA 

MXDA 

Table 1.2 - Epoxy resins and curing agents 
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Structure 

VoW 
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Name Abbreviation Structure 

Poly(ethylene oxide) PEO Rrof:' 
Poly(propylene oxide) PPO R0of:' 
Poly(butylene oxide) PBO R0of~ 
Poly(ethyl ethylene) PEE RtyR' 

Poly( ethylene-alt-
PEP R1'/iR' 

propylene) 

R' 
Polyisoprene PI R 

Poly(1 ,4-butadiene) PB ~nR' 

Polystyrene PS (; 
Polyethylene PE ~nR' 

Poly(methyl methacrylate) PMMA 1: 
Pol y( e-caprolactone ) peL J~R' 

0 R D 

Poly(2-vinylpyridine) P2VP I N 

Poly(epoxy-l,4-isoprene) ePI R~:' 

~" Poly(methyl acrylate-co- P(MA-co-
R x 

H,c 0 on 
glycidyl methacrylate) GMA) 

Table 1.3 - Block structures of some of the copolymers which have been investigated. 
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Figure 1.14 - TEM image showing cylinders ofPEO-PEE (25 wt. % PE03~EE39) in an epoxy matrix . 
The core-shell morphology is clearly visible. Reproduced from Hillmyer et al.[8] 

with PEO homopolymer. They also observed an increase in d-spacing as epoxy 

molecular weight was increased. These results were determined to be consistent with 

swelling (or 'wetting') of the PEO block by epoxy resin . Because of the connectivity 

of the PEO and PEP blocks and the requirements to maintain constant density and 

minimize chain stretching, this leads to increased interfacial curvature as the 

concentration of resin is increased and hence to the phase diagram observed in Figure 

1.15. Examination of the data showing d-spacing against cure time indicates that 

swelling continues to occur long after the gel-point. This was attributed to the fact 

that the gel-point is a property of the bulk sample and does not necessarily coincide 

with the restriction of local mobility on the nanometre scale. 
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Figure 1.15 - (Left) Phase diagram for a PE~-PEP diblock in epoxy resin, the inset is a suggestion of 
what the complete diagram may look like (L=Lamellar, G=Gyroid, C=Hexagonally packed cylinders, 

S=Spheres). (Right) Variation of d-spacing in the 52 wt% diblock system with increasing epoxy 
molecular weight (open circles) and with cure (filled squares). Adapted from Lipic et al. [36] . 
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Time resolved SAXS studies performed during curing indicate that for some 

compositions, order-order phase transitions occur as the epoxy cross-links. An 

example is shown in Figure 1.16 wherein a 69 wt% blend of the PE~-PEP diblock in 

epoxy is shown to undergo a transition from gyroid to lamellar structure as the 

reaction progresses. To explain this behaviour, it is suggested that the, initially epoxy 

miscible, PEO block is expelled from the resin as curing progresses. This expulsion 

leads to a 'drying' or deswelling of the PEO block, leading to a subsequent reduction 

in interfacial curvature. Consequently, as long as curing has not progressed so far as 

to kinetically inhibit the phase transition, a morphology with reduced interfacial 

curvature will be adopted. A similar transition, from spheres to cylinders, was 

observed in a 35wt% blend - this was seen to occur at 100°C, but not on curing at 

60°C. Further evidence for the expulsion of PEO from the resin is provided by the 

reported observation of a melting endotherm in the DSC trace of the 52wt % sample 

at a temperature consistent with that of crystalline PE~. Since PEO absorbed in the 

matrix cannot crystallize, some 'free-PE~' must be present. 
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Figure 1.16 - (a) Time resolved SAXS during cure for a PEO-PEP diblock in epoxy (69wt%) 
showing Gyroid - Lamellar transition. (b) Diagrammatic representation of a possible explanation
expulsion of PEO from epoxy leads to reduced interfacial curvature. Adapted from Lipic et al. [36]. 
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Studies with PEO-PPO-PEO triblocks 

A number of investigations have been performed using PEO-PPO-PEO triblock 

copolymers, which are commercially available under the 'Pluronics' trade name. 

Mijovic et al.[37] examined blends of MDA cured BADGE with a PEO-PPO 

diblock~Mn = 12000 g.mor1
, 70 wt% PEO) and a PEO-PPO-PEO triblock 

(Mn = 4400 g.mor l
, 30 wt% PEO.) Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy was used to 

monitor changes in mechanical properties during cure. In addition, reaction induced 

macrophase separation t was observed on two different length scales (lJ.lm and 

50JAm) in the triblock system. No visible phase separation occurred in the diblock 

system, AFM imaging of the cured resin revealed nanostructured systems at some 

compositions. The difference in solubility between the two block copolymers is most 

likely due to the difference in PEO content. 

Guo et al.[42] examined blends of two PEO-PPO-PEO triblocks (30wt% PE~, Mn = 
5800 and 80wt% PE~, Mn = 8400) in DGEBA+ MDA. Microphase separation was 

observed in all blends from 10-50% triblock for both copolymers. This contrasts with 

the macrophase separation observed with the 30wt% PEO triblock above. Whether 

reaction induced phase separation occurs is detennined by competition between 

curing speed - gelation occurs more rapidly at high temperatures - and mobility -

viscosity at a given extent of cure will be lower at higher temperatures, reducing 

kinetic barriers to phase separation .Mijovic et al. cured their blends at 120°C 

whereas Guo et al. used an initial cure temperature of 80°C followed by 150°C and 

t The terms microphase- and macrophase-separation are used here in the conventional senses described earlier. 

Microphase separation leads to nanostructured systems with dimensions determined by the size of the individual 

blocks. The phase boundaries will coincide (approximately) with the inter-block interfaces in the block 

copolymer. In macrophase separation, separation occurs by nucleation and growth or spinodal decomposition on 

larger. though not necessarily large. length scales. It is worth noting that the usage of these and similar terms 

varies between researchers in this field. e.g. the term microseparated may be used to describe phase separation 

on the micron scale. 
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175°C post-cures. This suggests that, at least for this copolymer, the probability of 

macrophase separation is determined by kinetic factors. 

Up to concentrations of 50wt% in epoxy neither of the copolymers showed melting 

endotherms by DSC. All samples were optically transparent, therefore the PED 

blocks can be assumed to be largely dissolved in the epoxy. Melting exotherms were 

observed for both copolymers above 60wt% in epoxy. In the case of the 30% PEO 

system, the samples were opaque, and remained so even after heating. This indicates 

that macrophase separation had occurred - the opacity is due to the presence of 

suitably sized separated domains rather than crystallites. In the 80% PED system, by 

contrast, the samples were cloudy at room temperature but became transparent when 

heated. This indicates that the PED was completely mixed with the epoxy. Note that 

at 60% block copolymer it is unlikely that the epoxy could every reach complete cure 

due to dilution by copolymer. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the PEO chains 

will have the mobility required for melting and crystallization whilst remaining 

mixed with the epoxy. Crystallisation in these blends was observed by polarized light 

microscopy. Spherulite size was observed to decrease and crystallization rate was 

retarded as block copolymer concentration was decreased. 

TEM and AFM studies of the cured samples indicated that both block copolymers 

form structures on the nanometre scale by microphase separation of PPD domains 

from an epoxy / PEO matrix. In both cases, spherical micelles were formed at low 

copolymer concentrations (10%). As concentration was increased, PPO domains 

merged to form first wormlike micelles and then bicontinuous structures. At 20wt% 

block copolymer both systems show hierarchical nanostructures in AFM phase 

images. Spherical micelles of diameter -lOnm are dispersed throughout the resin 

phase which is composed of harder, epoxy-rich, and softer, copolymer-rich, regions 

on the 100nm scale. An example is shown in Figure 1.17. 
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100 zoo 300 400 nil 

Figure 1.17 - AFM phase image of20wt% PEO-PPO-PEO (80% PEO) cured in epoxy resin . The 
lighter areas are harder (epoxy-rich). Adapted from Guo et at. [42] 

Larrafiaga et al. have published a number of papers dealing with the kinetics, 

nanostructure and mechanical properties of a number of PEO-PPO-PEO / BADGE + 

MDA systems.[44-47] 

Curing kinetics of the epoxy system were investigated with increasing amounts of 

block copolymer additive[47] and with differing volume fractions of PEO in the 

copolymer[45]. Results from isothermal DSC experiments were fitted to a kinetic 

model and it was shown that PEO slows the reaction both by acting as a diluent and 

by interfering with the autocatalytic process. It was suggested that this interference is 

due to preferential hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups on the resin and 

the PEO oxygens, thus inhibiting autocatalysis. Reaction rate was found to decrease 

both with increasing block copolymer content in the resin and with increasing PEO 

content in the block copolymer. 

Structural characterization was performed by AFM and DMTA[ 44, 46]. At high 

curing temperatures (140°C), block copolymers with low PEO content were found to 

macrophase separate from the resin. At lower curing temperature (80°C) microphase 

separation or homogenous blends were observed (Figure 1.18). 
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o 1.00 UN 0 10 . 0 .... 

Figure 1.18 - AFM phase images of 30wt% bend ofPEO-PPO-PEO (Mn=2900 g.mor I 45wt% PE~) 
and BADGE I MDA epoxy. Cured at 80°C (left) and 140°C (right) demonstrating microphase and 

macrophase separation (note different scale bars). Adapted from [46) . 
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Figure 1.19 - Storage modulus and tan S curves for lOw't% (left) and 20wt% (right) modifier in 
BADGE I MDA. Cured at 80°C (top) or 140°C (bottom). Open circles are modified with 

PEO-PPO-PEO (44wt% PE~); filled circles are for PEO modifier, filled triangles for PPO modifier 
and open squares for the unmodified epoxy. Adapted from [46]. 
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Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis was used to determine the effect on the glass 

transition temperature of the bulk samples. A lOwt% sample of triblock in epoxy 

showed no phase separation when cured at 80°C, the observed reduction in T g was 

similar to that for lOwt% PEO modified epoxy. When cured at 140°C to induce 

macrophase separation, its tan () curve more closely resembles that of epoxy cured 

with PP'O, which also macrophase separates. A 20wt% sample of triblock in epoxy, 

cured at 80°C showing microphase separation has T g intermediate between the two 

above cases. The data is reproduced in Figure 1.19. 

Sun et ai. [43] investigated the composition of the interfacial region using magic

angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MAS-NMR).They were 

able to confirm the presence of an interphase layer in cured 40wt% PEO-PPO-PEO / 

Epoxy + MDA blends. They suggest that the interphase is composed of partially 

dewetted PEO and partially cured epoxy resin. Using spin diffusion experiments, 

they were able to estimate the dimensions of the interphase. A diagram of the 

proposed structure, with dimensions, is shown in Figure 1.20. This is consistent with 

the model proposed by Lipic et ai. [36]. On the basis of this initial study the 

interphase thickness appears to be independent of miscible block length. The longer, 

core, dimension is dependent on immiscible block length, as expected. We note that 

the overall dimension of 2.7nm given for the E080 blends is far smaller than the 10-

30nm structures observed by Guo et ai. [42] in the same system. It is possible that the 

larger structures are aggregates of smaller spherical or wormlike micelles, which are 

being measured in the NMR experiment. 
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Figure 1.20 - Phase dimensions calculated by spin-diffusion MAS-NMR. E0 30 is 
PE020PP070PE020; E080 is PE076PP029PE0 76 (where the subscript indicates the number of repeat 

units) . Adapted from Sun et at. [43]. 

Studies with other block copolymers 

Kosonen et ai_ have studied phenolic resin modified with poly(2-vinylpyridine)-b

polyisoprene[56, 57]. Through TEM imaging, they observed microphase separation 

with a spherical morphology from 5-20wt%, cylinders at 30wt% and lamellae at 

40wt% (Mn(P2VP) = 21000g.mor); Mn{PI) = 71000g.mor)). Reducing the size of 

the miscible P2VP block to match the molecular weight of the resin monomers lead 

to significant swelling of the P2VP block. Infrared spectroscopy indicated hydrogen 

bonding between P2VP and the resin which remained present after cure. DSC and 

dynamical mechanical analysis did not reveal any changes in modulus or glass 

transition for the modified systems. 

Guo et al. [50] modified a poly(propylene glycol) type resin with polystyrene-b

polybutadiene copolymer. Since neither block was epoxy miscible, macrophase 

separation was observed in all blends. Isolated domains of copolymer were observed 

at 5-lOwt%, bicontinuous interpenetrating phases were formed for 20-60wt% and at 

70wt% and above, domains of resin in a block copolymer matrix were observed. 

ABC triblock copolymer blends have been studied by Ritzenthaler et al.[54, 55]. A 

polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock (22%-9%-69% by 

weight) was studied in MCDEA cured BADGE. An interesting 'raspberry like ' 
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spheres-on-spheres morphology was observed (Figure 1.21a). DMTA data for the 

cured blend shows a shoulder coincident with Tg for PMMA, indicating that the 

PMMA block has partially separated from the matrix as observed in other systems. 

Blends were also cured using DDS, in this case macrophase separation occurred, 

with the sphere-on-sphere inclusions remaining stable in the block copolymer phase 

whilst the epoxy phase separated (Figure 1.21c). A second block copolymer with 

increased polybutadiene content (12wt% PS, 18wt% PB, 70wt% PMMA) was shown 

to form 'onion like' multilayered ovular inclusions (Figure 1.21d). 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1.21 - (a)TEM showing 'Raspberry like' morphology in 50wt% of SBM copolymer cured with 
MeDEA; (b) a schematic representation of the structure. (c) The same system cured with DDS 
showing macrophase separation whilst maintaining nanoscale morphology. (d) TEM of SBM 

copolymer with higher B content showing ('onion like' morphology). TEM samples are stained with 
OS04. PB is darkest, PS is weakly stained, PMMA and the resin are unstained. Adapted from [54, 55] 

An investigation into crystallisation in nanoscale domains was performed by Guo et 

al. [58] using a diblock copolymer with a crystallisable immiscible block. A PED-PE 

diblock with 50wt% PED content and Mn of 1400g.mor1 was used to modify a 

BADGE + MDA resin. Macrophase separation did not occur in any of the cured 

blends. 5 ·30wt% blends of diblock with epoxy show micellar inclusions with 

increasing packing density. At 40-50wt% the micelles aggregate and merge to form 

bicontinuous structures. Above 50wt% the samples are volume filled with PE and 
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PED crystallites. Melting and crystallization were monitored by DSC and three 

distinct curing regimes were observed, coinciding with the three morphological 

regions (Figure 1.22). From 90-70wt% diblock crystallization occurs as in the neat 

sample, slowing as the concentration of incompletely cured epoxy resin increases. 

From 5-30wt% crystallization temperature (Tc) is fairly constant due to the PE 

domains being confined to micelles of similar size across all concentrations. The 

marked decrease in Tc in these blends is presumably due to physical confinement of 

the chains and the decreased probability of a homogeneous nucleation site forming 

within a given time in a very small sample. In the intermediate regime (50%,62%) a 

small peak was observed at higher temperature. This was attributed to crystallization 

due to heterogeneous nucleation by an epoxy rich phase. 
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Figure 1.22 - DSC heating (a) and cooling (b) curves for various compositions of cured epoxy resins 
and PEO-PE diblock. (c) Plot of crystallization temperatures ofPE against diblock content showing 
how the three crystallization regimes coincide with the microscopic structure. Adapted from [58]. 
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1.3.1.2 Reaction Induced Microphase Separation 

In the systems described previously, nanoscale structures are formed in solution and 

'fixed' during cure. Although some systems demonstrate a change of morphology 

during cure all of the systems have some pre-cure structure. Given that 

homop~lymers can undergo reaction induced macrophase separation as described 

previously, it is not unreasonable to think that it might be possible to start with a 

diblock where both blocks are miscible but where one block separates by a reaction 

induced mechanism during cure. Meng et al. have demonstrated this behaviour in 

two recent papers. Figure 1.23 shows the results from an initial experiment with a 

pol y( E-caprolactone )-b-po I ybu tadi ene-b-pol y( E-capro lactone) tri block. The 

scattering data clearly indicates a lack of structure at the start of cure with a peak 

having developed by the end of the cure corresponding to the micelles observed in 

theTEM. 

Figure 1.24 shows similar data for a PEO-PS diblock. Structure is present in solution 

in BADGE but disappears on addition of hardener (Figure 1.24(i)) after cure, 

multiple order scattering peaks are observed (Figure 1.24 (iii)) and nanostructure is 

visible by AFM (Figure 1.24 (ii)). In this work, higher concentrations of copolymer 

were also examined although only pre-cure data is only provided for the lOwt% 

blend. 
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Figure 1.23 - Reaction induced microphase separation in 10wt% PCL-PB-PCL in BADGE + MOCA. 
[Left] (A) Uncured blend at 25°C; (B) Uncured blend at 150°C (start of cure); (C) Cured thermoset. 
(Right) TEM image of the cured thermoset; dark spots are OS04 stained PB domains, the scale bar is 

100nm. Adapted from [60). 
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Figure 1.24 - Reaction induced microphase separation in lOwt% PS-PEO diblock in BADGE + 
MOCA resin. (i) SAXS patterns [A] solution in BADGE at 25°C; [B] BADGE / MOCA / diblock 

blend at 25°C; [C] blend at 150°C at start of cure. (ii) AFM image (Ieft==height, right==phase) of cured 
product showing nanostructure. (iii) SAXS patterns of cured products for a number of block 

copolymer concentrations. Adapted from [59]. 

1.3.2 Reactive block copolymers 

In the work examined so far the formation of microphase separated nanostructures in 

preference to macrophase separation relies on balancing thermodynamics and 

kinetics. Whilst this allows for behaviour such as the reaction induced microphase 

separation described above, it also limits the range of cross-linking agents and curing 

conditions which can be used. By designing the block copolymer so that the epoxy 

miscible block is reactive towards the epoxy resin or cross-linker, the structure can 

be fixed before macrophase separation occurs. Chemically bonding the block 

copolymer to the resin should also lead to a greater degree if toughening of the epoxy 

system. The majority of this work has, to date, been carried out in Frank Bates' group 

at the University of Minnesota. 
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The first study of reactive block copolymers in epoxy resins was undertaken by 

Grubbs et al.[49]. The polyisoprene block of a polyisoprene-polybutadiene was 

selectively epoxidised[65] to yield the block structure shown in Table 1.3 as ePI. The 

phase behaviour of this block copolymer (75wt% PI) in a BADGE + MDA epoxy 

system was examined and determined to be similar to that for the previously studied 

PED-pEp. Micelles were observed at low concentrations, followed by packed 

spheres, a hexagonal phase and lamellar structures. A high degree of epoxidation 

(~87%) was necessary to ensure miscibility of the ePI block with the resin. 

Copolymers with low degrees of epoxidation «75%) were immiscible with epoxy 

even prior to cure. At 75% epoxidation the block copolymer is initially miscible but 

undergoes reaction induced macrophase separation during cure. 

The curing reaction was analyzed by DSC and it was determined that the ePI 

epoxides react significantly more slowly than those in the resin. Hence the 

polyisoprene block remains free to macrophase separate until it is inhibited by the 

rigidity of the resin, just as for non-reactive block copolymers. The low reactivity of 

ePI is due to the highly substituted nature of the ePI epoxide, located as it is on the 

chain backbone. To overcome this problem, poly(methyl acrylate-co-glycidyl 

acrylate)-b-polyisoprene copolymers were synthesised. Here, the epoxy group is 

pendant from the chain. Again, micelles were observed at low concentration and 

packed more closely as the concentration was increased. DSC analysis revealed a 

single reaction exotherm, suggesting that the copolymer epoxide has similar 

reactivity to the BADGE epoxide. 

Rebizant et al. have investigated versions of the 5MB triblocks that were studied by 

Ritzenthaler as described above. Initially[63] they synthesized an SBMG tetrablock 

(polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate )-b-poly(glycidyl 

methacrylate». It was determined that the raspbetry morphology could be formed 

and fixed into cured epoxy in the BADGE + DDS system where previously 

macrophase separation had been observed. It was also determined that as long as the 

G block is sufficiently short these systems appear to phase separate as SB(MG) 

triblocks. In later work[64], they examined polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b-
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poly[(methyJ methacrylate)-stat-(tert-butyl methacrylate)] (SBMT) and the product 

of hydrolysis of the tert-butyl methacrylate block to give a poly[(methyl 

methacrylate)-stat-(methacrylic acid)] block (SBMA triblock). Carboxylic acids are 

reactive with epoxide groups, as well as with some cross-linking agents. The SBMT 

triblocks were found to flocculate into visible structures on curing with most 

hardeners (except MCDEA) whereas the SBMA triblocks maintained their micellar 

structure (Figure 1.25). The method of hydrolyzing a polyester to give a reactive acid 

group may offer an advantage over the addition of a glycidyl methacrylate block, 

which can only be achieved using a limited range of polymerization conditions 

owing to the reactivity of the monomer. By contrast, polyesters can be synthesised 

using a range of techniques and made reactive by hydrolysis after polymerization. 

Figure 1.25 - TEM images of SBMT (left) and equivalent SBMA (right) triblock copolymers at 
30wt% in flADGE + DDS before (top) and after (bottom) cure at 135°C showing the effect of reactive 

groups in the epoxy miscible block. Reproduced from Rebizant et al.[64] 
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1.3.3 Fracture toughening 

Epoxy resins cured using aromatic cross-linking agents usually have high glass 

transition temperatures. Whilst this is a desirable property for many applications, it 

also means that unmodified cured resins can be extremely brittle. Traditionally, 

toughening is achieved using rubbery modifiers which are either thoroughly 

immiscible with the epoxy or undergo reaction induced macrophase separation [66-

70]. The level of toughening achieved and the effect on the mechanical properties of 

the cured resin are dependant on the curing conditions. It has been suggested that 

since the morphology adopted in block-copolymer modified systems should largely 

be determined by the composition of the modifier, these systems may give 

reproducible levels of toughening over a much wider range of curing conditions. 

Again, much of this work has been carried out in the Bates group. 

Dean et al.[40] studied the effect of PE~-PEP block copolymers at low 

concentration on a BADGE + MDA system. Spherical micelles were found to 

improve fracture toughness, (KIc, see chapter 2 for a definition) by 25-35%. No 

statistically significant link was found between micelle radius and improvement in 

KIc. A vesicular morphology formed was by one of the copolymers and was found to 

increase KIc by 45% even at half the concentration of the micelle forming systems. It 

was suggested that the resin inside the vesicle acts as a separated microparticle in a 

similar way to phase separated modifiers. Because the bulk of the modifying particle 

actually consists of epoxy with only the vesicle walls containing block copolymer, 

much lower modifier concentrations are required to achieve a similar degree of 

toughening. 

It is worth noting that several studies report fracture toughness in terms of the strain 

energy release rate, Gc: 
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(1.15) 

where E is the Young's modulus and v the Poisson's ratio of the sample. The 

Poisson's ratio is taken to be constant for all samples in a given set. Since variation 

in E is generally undesirable it is best recorded separately from fracture toughness. 

Hence discussion here is limited to changes KJc only. 

In a further paper[53] non-reactive PEO-PB copolymers are compared to ePI-PB and 

polymers with a reactive P(MA-co-GMA) epoxy miscible block. These form 

nanoscale structures which are chemically bonded into the resin before and after 

gelation of the epoxy resin respectively. Again, vesicles were found to be best at 

improving fracture mechanics (quoted as improvement in Gc only). Non-reactive 

vesicles were inferior to the vesicles in which the ePI block was 'stitched' to the 

resin after gelation. In tum, superior toughness was achieved using P(MA-co-GMA) 

based diblocks which were 'stitched' to the resin before gelation had occurred. 

Samples were prepared by dissolving resin, hardener and copolymer in a common 

solvent then removing the solvent by evaporation. The size of vesicles formed was 

found to depend on the concentration of the mixture in the solvent and on the time 

between dissolution and evaporation. More concentrated solutions with longer 

equilibration times produced larger vesicles. This suggests that the vesicles were 

formed in solution prior to solvent removal, the probability of two small vesicles 

coalescing to form a larger one increases with concentration and time. 

Seemingly conflicting results were obtained in a study using PEO-PEP and reactive 

block copolymers in partially brominated BADGE resins cured with phenol 

novolac[41]. Spherical micelles were found to give significantly greater 

improvements in toughness than vesicles. Even greater enhancement was found 

when wormlike micelles were formed (- 4x improvement in Klc ; - 3x with 

spherical micelles). The relative improvement in toughness was found to increase as 

brominated epoxy content increased (increased bromination leads to a more brittle 

resin in the absence of toughening agent). The glass transition temperature of these 
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systems was also found to increase in the systems containing spherical and wonnlike 

micelles. This is the opposite of what one would nonnally expect and has not been 

. fully explained, though it was suggested that the presence of PEO may enhance the 

cross-linking in some way. 

Wu, T}lio & Bates observed similar behaviour when they studied PEO-PBO diblock 

copolymers in non-brominated BADGE + phenol novolac[39]. Again, wonnlike 

micelles were found to provide the greatest improvement in KIc (- 4x) followed by 

spherical micelles (- 2.5x) and vesicles (- 1.8x). The glass transition was again seen 

to rise after modification, with the greatest increase for the wonnlike morphology. It 

is suggested that the toughening observed with micelles may be due to cavitation 

processes. With wonn-like micelles, SEM indicates that wonns bridging the crack 

are 'pulled-out', also there is evidence for nanometre scale crack deflection leading 

to the detachment of thin flakes of epoxy from the fracture surface. They speculate 

than the increase in T g may be due to localised concentration fluctuations of epoxy 

and hardener when blended with diblock, leading to a modified network structure. 

Very recently, Thio, Wu and Bates have reported the behaviour of poly(ethylene 

oxide)-h-poly(hexylene oxide) (PEO-PHO) diblocks in phenol novolac cured 

BADGE [71]. The highly non-polar PHO block is immiscible with BADGE even at 

low molecular weights. Wonnlike micelles were generated by mixing a vesicle 

fonning diblock (9 wt% PEO) and a spherical micelle forming diblock (44 wt% 

PEO). Here the wonnlike morphology was again found to give the best improvement 

in KIc (- 6x), but vesicles were found to give greater improvements than spherical 

micelles (- 3.5x and - 1.75x respectively). Again there appears to be some 

correlation between T g and the improvement in KIc. 

Ritzenthaler[55] and Rebizant[64] have reported maximum KIc improvements of 

around 2x by particles forming the 'spheres-on-spheres' morphology described 

above. 
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Figure 1.26 - TEM image showing wormlike mjcelles of PEO-PHO in a BADGE + PN system. 
Stained with Ru04' Reproduced from [71]. 

1.4 Aims 

A number of studies detailed above have examined the structures formed by block 

copolymers in epoxy resins and the subsequent effect on the mechanical properties of 

the cured resin. Although diblocks and ABA triblocks with epoxy miscible end 

groups have been studied, to date no work has been published regarding the 

behaviour of ABA triblocks having an epoxy miscible midblock and immiscible end 

blocks. Also although Thio and Bates have examined PEO-PBO diblocks at low 

concentration, no study appears to have been performed at higher block copolymer 

loadings. The author is aware of a patent application, published as this work was in 

progress [72] where the use of PEO-PBO-PEO triblocks as epoxy modifiers is 

claimed, however experimental results provided therein are limited to the PEO-PBO 

and PEO-PHO diblock systems described above. 

The aim following work therefore is to examine the behaviour of epoxy resin-block 

copolymer systems where the block copolymers are PBO-PEO-PBO and 

PEO-PBO-PEO triblocks. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

Except where otherwise stated, all materials were used as received without further 

purification. 

2.1.1 Epoxy Resin 

The epoxy resin used in this work was the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A, hereafter 

referred to as BADGE (Bisphenol-A, Diglycidyl Ether). BADGE is the major resin 

component in many commercial epoxy systems. Dow chemicals estimates that 

almost a million metric tonnes of BADGE was produced globally in 2003 [73]. 

BADGE is synthesised industrially by the reaction of bisphenol-A with 

epichlorohydrin, a reaction scheme is presented in Figure 2.1. 

(n +1) H OH + 

n 

(n+2)~cr 
o 

;-<10 
+ (n + 2) Her 

Figure 2.1 - Reaction scheme showing the reaction of Bisphenol-A and epichlorohydrin to produce 
BADGE. 
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This reaction produces a mixture of BADGE oligomers of varying length (typically 

n = 0 to n = 40). In order to ensure stoichiometric balance of resin to hardener it is 

necessary to determine how many epoxide groups are present per unit mass in any 

given batch of epoxy resin. 

2.1.1.1' Determination of epoxide-equivalent weight 

The epoxide equivalent weight (EEW) is defined as the mass, in grams, of resin 

containing one mole of epoxide groups. Thus, for difunctional epoxy oligomers, the 

EEW is equal to half of the number average molecular weight. 

BADGE was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Ltd. and was labelled as having an 

EEW in the range 172-176 g.mor l
. A sample of material was analysed using the 

method described by King [74]. Hydrochloric acid undergoes nucleophilic addition 

to epoxide groups in a stoichiometric manner. Thus if a quantity of epoxy resin is 

reacted with an excess of HCI, the EEW can be calculated by determining how much 

of the HCI remains after the reaction is complete. 

1.25 ml of concentrated aqueous HCI was added to 98.75 ml of dioxane to produce a 

0.015 mol.r l solution. Portions of around 120 mg of BADGE were dissolved in 

10.0 ml of this solution and stirred at room temperature for ten minutes. To the 

reaction was added 10 ml of ethanol containing two drops of 1 % phenolphthalein 

solution. The resulting mixture was titrated with 0.025 mol.r l standard sodium 

hydroxide solution, until a faint pink endpoint was observed. The epoxide equivalent 

weight was then calculated using Equation (2.1) where WE is the mass of epoxy resin 

used; CNaOH is the concentration of sodium hydroxide solution; and VE and VB are, 

respectively, the titre volumes required to neutralize a sample containing resin and a 

'blank' sample of HCII dioxane with which no resin has been reacted. 

EEW= WE 
CNaOH (VB - VE ) 

(2.1) 
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A veraging over seven experiments, the EEW of the resin was determined to be 

168.5 ± 6.40 g.mor l
. 

2.1.2 Cross-linking Agent 

Diethyl~oluenediame (DETDA) was a gift from Lonza Group Limited, Basel, 

Switzerland. The product, marketed as 'Lonzacure 80', is an 80:20 mixture of the 

2,4- and 2,6-isomers as shown in Figure 2.2. 

DETDA was stored at -20oe when not in use so as to prevent oxidation. 

2,4-isomer 2,6-isomer 

Figure 2.2 - The structure of diethyltoluenediamine (DETDA) 

2.1.3 Block Copolymers 

A series of block copolymers of ethylene oxide and 1,2-butylene oxide were used in 

this study. For succinctness, the structures of these polymers are abbreviated using 

the symbols Em to represent a poly(ethylene oxide) block of degree of polymerization 

m and Bn to represent a poly(1,2-butylene oxide) block of degree of polymerization 

n. 

The structure of BEB and EBE triblocks is shown in Figure 2.3 
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Figure 2.3 - The structure of EmBnEm and BnErnBn triblock copolymers 

2.1.3.1 Block copolymer bulk properties 

The block copolymers were previously synthesised and characterised by Shaomin 

Mai, Chiraphon Chaibundit and Withawat Minvanish at the University of 

Manchester. Oxyanionic polymerisation was used, experimental details are given 

elsewhere[75-77]. 

The bulk properties of these materials have been studied extensively[75-84]. A 

summary of some relevant properties of the block copolymers used in this study is 

given in Table 2.1. 

The copolymers have low polydispersities, as measured by gel-permeation 

chromatography. In the case of EB and BEB polymers (MwlMn) < 1.05, whilst for the 

EBE samples, (MwlMn) < 1.2 [75-77]. 

The number average molar mass, MD, was determined by NMR measurements. 

Overall chain volume can be compared using rv , the volume of the block copolymer 

relative to a single E-block segment. For an EmBn diblock: 

(2.2) 

where (v 8 Iv E) is the ratio of volumes occupied by a B-block and an E-block. For 

liquid PEO and PBO (v 8 Iv E) is 1.89. [85] 
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Polymer Mnl rv «PE dsolidl Melt dmelt I TOOT I 
g.mor1 A Mor~hologl: A °C 

B20El4lB20 9100 217 0.65 140 Dis 

B17E20IB17 11300 265 0.76 139 Dis 

B34~3B34 9000 222 0.42 138 Gyr 122 79 

B25E2;oB25 12800 305 0.69 151 Lam 117 50(TDOT) • 

B37El50B37 11900 290 0.52 164 Lam 121 143 

B~127B44 11900 293 0.43 150 Hext 125 129 

B6~75B64 12500 397 0.24 134 Bee 111 86 

E91B5~9l 12000 288 0.63 149 Lam 130 142 

~OB82~O 13800 335 0.54 152 Lam 131 204 

E43BlOOE43 11000 275 0.31 143 Hex 126 148 

El26BSl El26 14800 352 0.73 166 Lam 129 105 

E115B102 12500 310 0.37 252 Hex 177 225 

El36Bl8 7300 170 0.80 Dis 

No ODT temperature is available for B2,EzIOBz, so the disorder to order transition (DOT) temperature is given. 
t B44EI27B44 shows a Hex 7 Oyr transition at 70·C. The ODT given is for the Oyr 7 Dis transition. 

Table 2.1 - Block copolymers used in this work with some relevant bulk properties: number average 
molecular weight, Mn; Copolymer volume relative to one E-block segment, rv; Volume fraction ofE-
block, ¢JE ; Typical d-spacing in the solid after slow cooling (lamellar morphology due to E-block 
crystallisation), dso1id ; morphology observed in the melt at 70°C (Dis - disordered, BCC - body 
centred cubic packed spheres, Lam - lamellar, Hex - hexagonally packed cylinders.) ; d-spacing at 
70°C, dmel, ; order-disorder transition temperature observed by SAXS, TODT' Data from refs [83, 86]. 

The volume fraction of E-block, <PE is calculated as: 

(2.3) 

The poly(ethylene oxide) block in EB copolymers is known to crystallize on 

solidification [75, 78, 81, 82]. Hence EB copolymers tend to adopt a lamellar 

morphology in the solid phase with layers of crystalline E-block alternating with 

amorphous layers composed of the B-block and the non-crystalline parts of the 
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E-block. The B-block is not crystallisable due to steric hindrance from its pendant 

ethyl groups, which have atactic stereochemistry. Figure 2.4 shows an example of 

SAXS data for a BEB triblock which shows a clear variation in morphology and 

d-spacing between the solid and melt phases. The improved sharpness of the peaks 

in the melt phase indicates stronger ordering in this phase compared with the solid. 

The transition to a disordered melt (broad, weak peak) is also shown, T ODT data was . 
previously obtained by monitoring this transition using time-resolved SAXS [83, 86]. 

r- -,-,-~---",.----~. ". - '-'-.--.. -~--' 

0.00 D.ai 0..10. 0.15 0..20 

q/A' 

Figure 2.4 - SAXS patterns for neat block copolymer B3..E93B34. (a) 25°C solid after slow cooling. 
showing lamellar morphology due to crystallisation of the E-block. (b) 70°C melt showing gyroid 

morphology. (c) 150°C disordered melt. The vertical axis indicates arbitrary intensity on a 10gIO scale. 
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2.1.4 Preparation of Block Copolymer / Epoxy Blends 

2.1.4.1 Blending of components 

Because of the difficulty involved in accurately matching the stoichiometry of 

BADGE and DETDA when preparing small samples, BADGE and DETDA were 

premixed in larger quantities and stored at -20oe to inhibit reaction until required. 

The mixture was monitored by FfIR to ensure no reaction occurred whilst in storage. 

Representative spectra are shown in Figure 2.5. 

0.07 
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Figure 2.5 - FfIR spectra of BADGE / DETDA immediately after mixing and after 3 months stored 
at -20°e. Spectra are normalized against the integral of region (a). Region (b) is the epoxide stretch 

and bend and demonstrates that the epoxide remains unreacted. 

Typically, 10.Og (59.35 mmol) of BADGE was weighed into a flask, along with 

2.645g (14.84 mmol) of DETDA 50 ml of acetone was added and the mixture was 

stirred until homogenous. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation and the 

resulting mixture was decanted into vials for storage. 

In a typical preparation of a block copolymer / epoxy blend, 24.82mg of B2sE21oB2s 

was weighed into a vial; to this was added 502.3mg of BADGE / DETDA as 

prepared above. 1 ml of acetone was added, and the mixture was stirred until all 

components had dissolved. For samples containing up to 30wt% block copolymer, 

the acetone was usually removed immediately on a rotary evaporator. Higher 
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concentration samples were prone to bumping and solvent was generally allowed to 

evaporate overnight before the sample was placed under vacuum to ensure complete 

removal of acetone. 

2.1.4.2 Curing of samples for SAXS / TEM 

Sam~les for TEM were cured in size 0 gelatin capsules (Agar Scientific) at 75°C for 

at least 72 hours, and then post-cured at IS0°C for two hours to ensure complete 

cross-linking. After curing part of the sample was cut away (using a razor blade or a 

hacksaw depending on consistency) for use in SAXS experiments. The remainder of 

the sample was available for microtoming. 

2.1.4.3 Curing of samples for mechanical testing 

Mechanical testing requires precisely sized samples with sharply defined edges. In 

the case of brittle materials such as epoxy resin, it is desirable to avoid machining the 

sample wherever possible so as to avoid introducing microcracks which may cause 

premature failure during testing. This was achieved by using moulds formed with a 

silicone elastomer. 

A template consisting of a 3 x 4 grid of cuboid protrusions (25mm long x 6mm wide 

x 3mm high) on a flat surface was milled from a block of aluminium. Silastic 145 

silicone elastomer prepolymer (Dow Coming) was mixed in a 10: 1 mass ratio with 

its corresponding catalyst. The mixture was poured onto the template, left to stand 

for one hour to allow air bubbles to escape then cured in an oven at 75°C for at least 

12 hours. The manufacturers recommended curing time at elevated temperature is 

significantly shorter (-4 hours). However, it was found that moulds cured according 

to that schedule would bind irreversibly to epoxy resin. This problem was solved by 

longer mould curing time. It is assumed that the bonding occurred between epoxy 

resin and unreacted silicone in the less well cured moulds. 
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In order to ensure no residual low boiling impurities which might form bubbles in the 

samples were present uncured blends of epoxy I block copolymer were placed under 

vacuum at 60°C for 20 minutes. Immediately after removal from the rotary 

evaporator or vacuum oven, samples were poured carefully into the mould, with care 

taken not to introduce bubbles. The mould was placed into an oven preheated to 

75°C and samples were cured for at least 72 hours followed by a two hour post-cure 

at 180°C. 

On removal from the mould, well formed samples of roughly 25mm x 6mm x 3mm 

were produced. Final finishing of the top surface was performed with fine grain 

silicon carbide abrasive paper. 

2.1.4.4 Curing of samples for optical microscopy 

Samples suitable for transmission optical microscopy were produced by placing a 

drop of epoxy I block copolymer blend on a microscope slide, covering with a 22mm 

diameter circular cover slip and compressing to form an optically translucent film. 

As with other samples, curing was at 75°C for at least 72 hours followed by a two 

hour post-cure at 180°C. 

2.2 Experimental Techniques 

2.2.1 Optical Microscopy 

Optical micrographs were obtained using an Olympus BX-50 optical microscope 

equipped with a lVe TK-C1381 colour video camera attached via a V-CMAD-2 

camera mount. The microscope was equipped with a linear polarizer below the 

sample stage and analyzer above the objective so that polarized light microscopy 

could be performed. 
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The resolution of microscopy is limited by diffraction to around half the wavelength 

of the incident radiation. In optical microscopy this corresponds to a limit of around 

250nm in the best case. Therefore, it is not possible to resolve structure on the 

nanoscale with a light microscope. It is, however, possible to infer the presence of 

certain types of nanoscopic structure from features which can be observed in an 

optical micrograph. 

2.2.1.1 Birefringence 

The refractive index of a medium is defined as n = c/v ; where c is the speed of light 

in a vacuum and v is the phase velocity (i.e. the velocity of propagation of wave 

crests) of the radiation in the medium. In 'birefringent' materials, refractive index 

varies depending on the direction of propagation of the light within the material. In a 

beam of linearly polarized light where the direction of polarization is at 45° to a pair 

of axes, the light can be considered to have components travelling directly along each 

axis. (A vector of magnitude A at 45° to the axes can be represented as two vectors, 

each of magnitude A..{i , travelling along orthogonal axes.) In birefringent materials, 

the component along one axis will be slowed relative to the component along the 

other axis. Thus, on leaving the material, the two components will be out of phase, 

this leads to a rotation of the plane of the polarised light and, in some cases, coloured 

interference patterns. 

Birefringence is best observed by placing the sample between crossed polarizers, 

such that only the parts of the material which rotate the plane of polarized light are 

visible. 

Birefringence may occur where an anisotropic phase (such as rods or lamellae) with 

one refractive index is present within a matrix with a different refractive index. For 

maximum effect, the d-spacing should be about one twen~ieth of the wavelength of 

the incident light [87]. Birefringence also occurs in regions, such as crystallites, 

where inter-atomic bonds are strongly aligned. Light travelling parallel to the axis of 
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alignment interacts more strongly with the bonding electrons and so is slowed to a 

greater degree than light travelling orthogonal to the axis. 

Figure 2.6 - Crossed-polar optical micrograph showing birefringence in a sample of solid B WEI 41 B W 

2.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

TEM allows us to utilize the wave-like properties of an electron beam to overcome 

the optical diffraction limit and is therefore an excellent tool for directly imaging 

nanoscale structures. 

A stream of electrons is created by, for example, thermionic emission, accelerated 

through a high voltage and focused into a beam and onto the sample using 

electromagnetic lenses. After the beam passes through the sample, another series of 

lenses focus the emerging beam to produce a magnified real space image. This image 

may be projected onto a phosphor coated screen, for direct viewing by the operator, 

or recorded by a camera. All of this occurs under high vacuum to minimize scattering 

of the electrons by air. 

The wavelength of an electron travelling at relativistic speeds is given by[88] : 
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(2.1) 

Where h is Planck's constant (6.626 x 10-34 N.m.s); rna is the rest mass of an electron 

(9.109 x 10-31 kg); e is the charge on an electron (1.602 x 10-19 C); V is the voltage of 

the accelerating field and c is the speed of light in a vacuum (2.998 x 108 mls). 

Hence, for accelerating field of 100kV, the wavelength of the electron beam is 

3.70pm. The diffraction limit is no longer a problem! Image quality is instead limited 

by issues such as sample thickness (electrons are scattered so strongly that all but the 

thinnest samples will simply block the beam) and contrast. 

Contrast in TEM is dependant on a number of factors including the thickness of the 

sample and the atomic mass of the constituent atoms[88]. Electrons in the beam are 

scattered through electrostatic interaction with protons and electrons in the atoms of 

the sample. Hence heavier elements scatter electrons more strongly. As polymers are 

generally composed only of lighter elements, it is necessary to selectively stain the 

sample with a heavy metal in order to provide contrast. 

Samples were microtomed to produce specimens of thickness <lOOnm using a 

Reichert ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife. Specimens were floated 

onto Nickel grids. Specimens were stained in the vapour of a 0.5% aqueous solution 

of Ruthenium Tetraoxide (PolySciences Europe) at room temperature for 40 minutes. 

Trent et al. [89] have previously demonstrated that RU04 is capable of staining a wide 

variety of polymers including polyethers. 

Images were acquired on a Philips CMlOO TEM operating with an accelerating 

voltage of 80kV at magnifications of between 50kx and 105kx. Images were 

recorded onto 8cm x lOcm photographic plates (Kodak EM) and developed using 

Ilford PQ universal developer at 20°C for 5 minutes. Digital image files were 

obtained using an Epson flatbed scanner with a transparency adapter. 
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2.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

As in TEM, the scanning electron microscope relies on electromagnetic lenses to 

focus a beam of electrons so that small features can be observed. However whereas 

in TEM the image is formed by transmitted electrons which have been scattered 

through a shallow angle, in SEM it is electrons which have been backscattered that 

are detected: In practice, this means that SEM is a surface imaging technique. As in 

TEM contrast is observed between regions of the sample where the constituent atoms 

have significantly differing atomic numbers but, again, this effect is negligible in 

simple polymeric samples. Importantly, surface topography also contributes to 

contrast. An electron scattered from the bottom of a depression is more likely to 

re-enter some part of the sample, and thus fail to reach the detector, than one 

scattered from the top of a peak. 

The surface of electrically insulating polymer samples can become charged in the 

SEM, causing the deflection of the electron beam. To prevent this, samples must be 

coated with an electrically conductive surface layer prior to imaging. 

Samples used had been fractured in the mechanical property testing experiments 

describe later. A small piece containing the fracture surface was cut from the bulk of 

the sample using a hacksaw and mounted onto an aluminium stub using Silver-DAG 

conductive adhesive. A thin conductive layer of gold was deposited over the surface 

in an EMSCOPE SC500 sputter coater. Scanning electron micrographs were 

obtained using a Camscan Mk.2 scanning electron microscope with an accelerating 

field of SkY. 
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2.2.4 Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

Electromagnetic radiation in the infrared region has photon energies on the order of 

those associated with bending and stretching of covalent bonds between atoms. 

Hence the pattern of specific wavelengths absorbed from a beam of infrared radiation 

can provide information on which functional groups are present in a sample. [87, 90] 

The area under a functional group's absorption peak is proportional to the relative 

concentration of that group. Thus IR spectroscopy can be used to monitor reaction 

kinetics by tracking changes in the concentration of a reacting group over time. To 

compensate for changes in the intensity between individual spectra in a series, it is 

also necessary to normalize against a reference peak from a group which is not 

involved in the reaction. 
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Figure 2.7 - FTIR spectra of a stoichiometric BADGE I DETDA mjxture before and after curing. 
Reaction kinetics was folIowed by normalizing a time series of spectra agajnst the integral of region 
(a) and monitoring the disappearance of peak (b) . 

Mijovic et al. have shown that spectroscopy in the near-infrared region provides 

reliable results for kinetic studies in epoxy I arrune systems[91, 92]. By using a 

non-crosslinking model system composed of a monofunctional epoxide and a 

difunctional aromatic amine they were able to compare results obtained from FTIR to 

those from an analysis by high performance liquid chromatography CHPLC). They 
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conclude that the best results can be obtained by normalizing against the aromatic 

C-H stretching vibrations found around 4670-4620 cm-1 and monitoring the 

disappearance of the peak around 4530cm-1 which they attribute to stretching and 

bending in the epoxide ring. Figure 2.7 shows the changes observed in the spectrum 

- the increase in intensity in the 4450-4100cm-1 is due to contributions from 

absorption interactions of hydroxyl groups formed during the reaction. A marked 

reduction in signal-to-noise ratio is observed during curing, indicating reduced signal 

amplitude at the detector. This may be due limited freedom of movement of the 

bonds in the cured resin. 

Spectra were acquired on a Perkin-Elmer SpectrumOne FTIR spectrometer equipped 

with a KBr beamsplitter and Lithium Tantalide detector. A purpose built 

electronically controlled heating stage, with a hole to allow passage of the beam, was 

fitted in the sample chamber. 0.5mm thick potassium bromide discs were pressed 

from spectroscopic grade KBr (Aldrich). A drop of the sample to be analysed was 

sandwiched between two KBr discs and mounted on the heating stage. (A 

background spectrum of the discs having been acquired first). The sample was heated 

rapidly to 75°C and data acquisition begun once the temperature had been reached. 

Spectra (an average over 4 scans) were acquired at a time interval of 20 minutes, 

with a resolution of lcm-1 over a range of 5000-4000cm-1
• 

Time-series data was analysed using Omnic ESP software (Nicolet Instrument Corp). 

Extent of reaction, p, was determined using equation 2.5. Where Ae.o and Ar.o are the 

initial areas of the epoxide and reference peaks respectively and Ae.1 and Ar.1 are the 

corresponding areas at time t. 

(2.5) 
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2.2.5 Diferential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC can be used to observe changes in the thermal properties of a material, such as 

the change in heat capacity which accompanies a polymer's glass transition and 

exothermic or endothermic processes such as crystallization and melting. 

The power-~ompensated DSC apparatus consists of two small sample chambers, 

each with its own heating element. One of these chambers will contain the sample, 

usually sealed into a small pan. The other chamber contains a reference, such as a 

sealed empty pan. 

The chambers are heated or cooled at a controlled rate. The control system of the 

instrument alters the power to each heater so that the temperatures of the two 

chambers do not diverge from each other. If an endothermic event, such as melting, 

occurs in the sample then it will be necessary to supply additional power to the 

sample heater in order to maintain its temperature. Likewise, during an endothermic 

event, such as crystallization, power input to the sample heater can be reduced (or 

power to the reference heater increased). Thus, if the difference in power applied to 

the heaters is plotted against temperature, endotherms and exotherms can be 

observed as peaks and troughs in the plot. 

In the absence of thermal transitions, the slope of the plot is related to the heat 

capacity of the sample. Events such as the glass transition are accompanied by a 

change in the heat capacity, which appears as a 'step' in the DSC plot. 

Experiments were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 system equipped with a 

CCA-5 controlled cooling system for experiments at sub-ambient temperature. The 

equipment was calibrated using Zn and Sn reference samples. 1O-20mg of sample 

was weighed into an aluminium sample pan and sealed. The reference pan was 

empty. Heating and cooling ramps were performed at 20°C / min. All samples were 

run at least twice with a five minute hold at high temperature after the first run to 

eliminate any thermal history. 
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2.2.6 Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) 

X-ray scattering techniques can provide structural information on length scales from 

the positions of individual atoms in crystals to structures of a hundred nanometres or 

so in size, given the correct experimental setup. Since scattering angle is inversely 

related to feature size, scattering at small angles «3°) is useful for probing features 

in the nanor:netre range. 

Extensive details on SAXS theory and applications are available elsewhere[93 , 94]. 

The detailed application of small angle scattering to block copolymer systems has 

recently been reviewed by Hamley and Castelletto[95]. 

Contrast in X-Ray scattering occurs due to periodic fluctuations in electron density. 

A totally homogenous medium will show no scattering. The electric field of an 

incident beam of radiation will interact with the electric field (electrons and protons) 

of a scattering centre. Energy is absorbed from the incident beam during polarization 

and then re-emitted as relaxation takes place. Whereas the incident beam is strongly 

directed, scattered radiation is emitted over all available directions. In Figure 2.8, we 

imagine the radiation emitted from two scattering centres on different planes of a 

periodic lattice. 

Figure 2.8 - Bragg diffraction in a regular lattice. The incident beam is coming from the left. The 
scattered beam depicted in (a) interferes constructively and will produce a Bragg peak. In (b) radiation 
is scattered so that destructive interference occurs - no signal will reach the detector at this angle. 
Adapted from image by Christophe Dang Ngoc Chan [96] . 
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At some angles the scattered radiation from the different centres will be in phase and 

will interfere constructively - this radiation will reach the detector and appear in the 

scattering pattern. At other angles, the radiation will be out of phase, destructive 

interference will occur and no signal will be detected. The relationship between the 

lattice spacing and the positions of observed scattering maxima is given by Bragg's 

Law: 

nA = 2dsinB (2.6) 

Where A. is the wavelength of the incident radiation, d is the spacing between planes 

of the lattice (this quantity is often referred to as 'd-spacing'), (J is half of the angle 

between the incident and scattered radiation and n is an integer. 

Small angle scattering data are usually presented with the scattering angle given in 

terms of the 'scattering vector', q: 

41l'sin B 
q= 

A 
(2.7) 

In this form, data acquired using radiation of different wavelengths can still be 

directly compared. 

The complete scattering intensity pattern is described by a combination of two 

factors: 

(2.8) 

Where P( q) is the 'form factor' and is determined by the shape of individual particles 

(such as spherical micelles); S(q) is the 'structure factor' and is determined by long 

range order such as packing of micelles onto a lattice; N.is the number of scattering 

centres and" is the scattering contrast. 
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine a real space structure directly from a 

scattering pattern with no additional knowledge of the system. This is because only 

the intensity of the scattering pattern is known, not its amplitude. Thus one cannot 

extract information about the phase of the scattered radiation and cannot extract a 

complete, 3-dimensional, picture of the sample. In any event, even aligned structures 

observed in SAS may only show periodicity over short distances. Averaging over all 

orientations of domains within the scattering volume - that part of the sample which 

is both illuminated by the incident beam and observed by the detector - may mean 

that only a single dimension of information is available. Therefore, if a complete 

analysis of the SAXS pattern is desired, one must predict a possible 3d structure, 

derive a model and fit the data to it. The data may well provide a good fit to more 

than one model, so information from other techniques is often required to confirm 

the validity of any new model. 

Models for a number of commonly occurring situations have been developed and are 

described in the literature[95]. For example the fonn factor describing a sphere is 

given by Equation (2.9) and a graphical example given in Figure 2.9: 

P(q) = {~[sin(qR) - qRCOS(qR)]}2 
(qR) 

10" 

10.2 
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10"' 
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Figure 2.9 - Predicted form factor for a sphere of radius lOnm 

(2.9) 
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Fortunately, it is still possible to extract useful information from a SAXS pattern 

without additional modelling. One common method for determining block 

copolymer morphology with SAXS is to compare the positions of the higher order 

Bragg peaks to that of the first order peak. The position of the first order peak is 

denoted as'q '". A list of values of q / q'" for known morphologies is presented in Table 

2.2. 

By combining equations (2.6) and (2.7), we can use the position of the q* peak to 

determine the d-spacing: 

d = 2n 
q* 

(2.10) 

Structure q/q • 

Lam 1,2,3,4,5,6, ... 

Hex 1,..j3,./4, J7,.j9, [12, ... ~ 
.~ 

.ll 
..5 

Bee 1,..{i,..j3,./4,.j5, /6, ... 

FCC 1, ~ 4/3, ~8/3, ~11/3, ~12/3, ~16/3 , ... 
~ 

Gyr 1, ~ 4/3, ~7 /3, ~8/3, ~1O/3, ~11/3 , ... u 2 

qlq' 

Table 2.2 - Peak positions of Bragg peaks for some known block copolymer morphologies. 
Accompanying figure from Ref [95]. 
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In strongly ordered samples, several higher order peaks may be seen. As the sample 

becomes less well ordered, high order peaks will become less visible and the peaks 

will become more broad. Notice the difference between the sharp, strong ordered 

peaks and the broad, weaker disordered peak in the figure in Table 2.2. 

NanoStar Data 

The bulk of the SAXS data presented herein was collected on a NanoStar laboratory 

scale SAXS instrument (Bruxer AXS). The system consists of a copper based sealed 

X-Ray tube coupled to a multilayered Goebel mirror which acts as a monochromator 

as well as parallelizing the beam. This isolates a beam of Cu-Ka radiation with a 

wavelength of 1.54A. All flight tubes are kept under vacuum. A 750J.lm pinhole at 

270mm from the source eliminates most of the divergence. The second, beam 

defining, pinhole is at 400mm from the source, diameter 400J.lm. A third pinhole just 

before the sample chamber eliminates scattering from the previous pinhole. The 

sample is mounted on a motorised translation stage in an evacuatable chamber. After 

passing through the sample, the scattered beam enters a second flight tube leading to 

the HiStar 1024 x 1024 pixel area detector. The system is equipped with a semi

transparent beamstop. Data intensity can be normalised against the integral of the 

direct beam signal, allowing data taken at different times to be compared. 

The q-axis was initially calibrated using silver behenate as a reference. Typically, 

scans were collected for two hours, corrected for detector response and a background 

subtracted where necessary. Data not showing orientation was integrated using 

Bruker SAXS software to produce Id plots from the 2d data. 

The Daresbury SRS 

X-Rays are weakly scattered. Because laboratory X-Ray equipment cannot produce a 

collimated beam at high flux, data must be collected over an extended period of time 

to obtain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. Some samples simply do not scatter 

sufficiently strongly to be observed on laboratory scale instruments. 
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In the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) electrons are accelerated then injected 

into a 'storage ring'. In the storage ring, radiofrequency fields are used further 

accelerate the electrons until they are moving at close to the speed of light. The same 

fields are then used to maintain the speed of the electrons and electromagnets are 

used to keep them moving in a circular path. As their motion is forced to deviate 

from a linear path, electrons travelling at relativistic speeds emit 'synchrotron 

radiation' [97]. This is high intensity broadband radiation which includes components 

in the X-Ray region. If a tube is set on the correct tangent to the ring, very bright, 

collimated light of X-Ray wavelengths will be emitted into it. This light can be 

monochromated and passed to a sample station in the user accessible 'hutch'. 

Synchrotron radiation experiments were performed on station 6.2 at the Daresbury 

SRS. The technical details of this station are described in depth elsewhere [98-100]. 

The camera length was set at 3.5m the wavelength was set at 1.40A. The detector 

system was a I-dimensional RAPID2 detector[1OI] with 1024 pixels. Calibration of 

the q-axis was performed using wet rat tail collagen. Frames were collected for 30 

seconds. Data analysis was performed using standard techniques with the CCPI3 

software suite. 

2.2.7 Small Angle Light Scattering (SALS) 

The theoretical basis of SALS is similar to that for SAXS. The major differences the 

longer wavelength of visible light - meaning that larger structures are observed - and 

the fact that contrast in SALS occurs due to differences in refractive index rather 

than electron density. Light scattering has many applications which are detailed 

elsewhere [94]. In the current work, we are concerned only with Bragg Law type 

scattering (Equation 2.6) 

The SALS system was constructed by Yoshiyuki Ishii and is described in full 

elsewhere [102]. Briefly, the beam is emitted from a 20mW He-Ne laser operating at 

633nm. The beam is collimated by a lOOllm pinhole and scattering is removed by an 
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adjustable iris diaphragm. The beam then passes into the sample stage, a Linkam 

THMS-600, which has a hole for passage of the beam and can provide 

programmable controlled heating and cooling. The beam is scattered onto a flashed 

opal diffuser, with a small central opaque beamstop to prevent the direct beam 

overloading the detector. An image of the pattern as projected onto the diffuser is 

captured by a Princeton Instruments SITe 512 x 512 pixel CCD detector fitted with a 

50mm flr8 lens. The distance between the stage and the diffuser can easily be 

altered to change the range of detection. Diffraction gratings with line spacings of 

51lm and 1.6671lm were used to calibrate the d-spacing axis. After data capture with 

the manufacturer's software, analysis was performed using the Fit-2D package 

originally developed for analysis of data from the ESRF synchrotron light 

source[103, 104]. 

2.2.8 Mechanical Testing 

2.2.8.1 Fracture toughness testing 

Fracture toughness testing was carried out using a method derived from ASTM 

D5045-99[ 105]. A schematic of the equipment used is given in Figure 2.10. The 

testing machine was an EnduraTEC ELF3200 from Bose-Electroforce operating in 

three-point bend configuration. Samples were prepared as described above and 

finished using abrasive paper so that the sides were flat and parallel. Samples had 

approximate length (/) of 25mm, width (W) of 6mm and thickness (8) of 3mm. A 

pre-crack was produced by first cutting a wide notch of length approximately Imm 

into the edge of the bar using a hacksaw, then using a razor blade to extend a fine 

notch into the sample. The total length from the edge of the sample to the tip of the 

crack is defined as the crack length (a). 
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s 

Figure 2.10 - Schematic diagram of the 3-point bend apparatus used in fracture toughness and 
flexural strength tests. FT is the force transducer; S is the span between the centres of the supports; 
The sample has width W, thickness B (into the plane of the paper - not shown) and, in the case of 

fracture toughness samples an initial crack of length a. 

The sample was placed onto supports, separated by a span (S) of around 20mm, as 

shown. S, W & B were measured for each sample using Vernier callipers with a 

resolution of O.Olmm. The sample was brought into contact with the upper 'nose', 

and then the nose was brought down at a crosshead rate of O.Olmm I s. The 

transmitted force was measured by a force transducer with maximum load 450N. The 

force-displacement curve was recorded by a computerised data acquisition system. 

After the sample had broken, the crack length (a) was measured using optical 

microscopy. 

For each sample the critical stress intensity factor, K/c, was calculated using: 

(2.11) 
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Where PQ is the load at breaking and f(x) is a factor which accounts for differences 

in the initial crack length. It can be calculated using the equation derived by 

Strawley[106]: 

3( S) ,-[1.99-x(1-xX2.15-3.93x+2.7x2)] 
ft~= -~x 3 

~ (1 + 2x)(1- x)X 
(2.12) 

Where x = a / W. 

2.2.8.2 Flexural strength testing 

Flexural strength tests based on ASTM D790-99[107] were performed using the 

same apparatus as described in section 2.2.8.1 above. The sample preparation was 

similar, but no notch or pre-crack was cut. Samples were placed on the apparatus 

such that the face, rather than the edge, of the block was in contact with the supports 

(i.e. rotated 90° around the long axis relative to the fracture toughness method). 

Again, the nose was lowered into the sample at a rate of O.Olmm / s and the 

force-displacement curve was recorded. 

The flexural stress (aj), that is the maximum stress in the outer surface of the test 

specimen, can be calculated for any point on the force-displacement curve using: 

3PS 
u =--

f 2WB2 (2.13) 

Where P is the load and S, Wand B are the span, width and thickness of the sample 

as before. The modulus of elasticity, that is the ratio of stress to strain within the 

elastic limit can be calculated by drawing a tangent to the steepest initial straight line 

portion of the load-displacement curve then using: 
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(2.14) 

Where m is the gradient of the tangent. 

2.2.8.3 Qynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 

If a force is applied to a viscoelastic material, then the material will undergo 

deformation. It is usual to express the applied force as a stress, (J = F / A, where F is 

the applied force and A is the area over which it acts. The deformation is expressed 

as a strain, G = M / f, where f is the undeformed length and M is the magnitude of the 

deformation. 

If a sinusoidal stress of sufficiently small amplitude is applied to a viscoelastic 

material then the strain on the material will also follow a sinusoidal pattern. 

However, the strain curve will lag behind the stress imposed by some phase angle, t5. 

By measuring the amplitudes of the stress and strain and the phase angle, it is 

possible to determine a complex tensile modulus, E*: 

E* = E' + iE" (2.15) 

E' is the (tensile) storage modulus and is related to the in-phase component of the 

response and E" is the (tensile) loss modulus and is related to the out-of-phase 

component of the response. 

Conceptually, the storage modulus comes from the behaviour of the elastic part of 

the sample within which energy is stored. The loss modulus describes the behaviour 

of the viscous part of the sample which dissipates energy. 

The properties E' , E" and ~ together describe the stiffness and damping properties of 

a material. 
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Experiments were carried out on a V A2000 Viscoanalyser from Metravib RDS. 

Samples were prepared as previously described and fixed into the machine using 

mechanical clamps. The sample was heated to 40°C and measurements taken over a 

range of frequencies from 0.1-100 Hz. A strain amplitude of 0.03% was used, having 

previously determined that this was within the linear response region for the material. 

2.2.8.4 Gel-point determination 

In the same way as application of a sinusoidal tensile load to viscoelastic solids is 

used to measure their tensile modulus above, so the application of a sinusoidal shear 

stress can be used to determine the shear modulus of viscoelastic liquids. As for the 

tensile case, the complex shear modulus G'" is composed of the shear storage 

modulus G' and the shear loss modulus G". 

As an epoxy system goes from a molecular mixture to cross-linked solid, the 

rheological response will change dramatically. Initially, the mixture is a free flowing 

liquid and both moduli are low in magnitude. As reaction occurs, the liquid will 

become more viscous, thus the loss modulus will increase as more of the applied 

energy is dissipated. The magnitude of the storage modulus depends on the storage of 

energy by reversible deformation of a network structure. Thus it remains low until 

sufficiently large network structures have formed. As the network increases in size, 

the storage modulus also increases. Eventually the storage and loss moduli will cross, 

this is the gel point[108]. 

Experiments were performed on a Rheometries RDA-II Dynamic Analyzer. 

Disposable parallel plates of diameter 40mm were machined from aluminium. 

Freshly prepared uncured epoxy / block copolymer mixture was deposited onto the 

lower plate and the upper plate was brought down until a gap size of approx Imm 

was obtained. The sample was heated to 75°C and measurements were recorded 

every minute until sufficient cross-linking had occurred to prevent oscillation of the 

plates. The plates were set to oscillate at a frequency of lrad / s with 0.2% strain 

amplitude. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Preliminary experiments 

3.1.1 BADGE-PBO Cloud Point Curve 
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Figure 3.1 - The cloud point curve of PBO (Mn = 2000 g.mor1
) in BADGE. The dashed line 

indicates the value of fPc calculated from Flory-Huggins theory. 

The cloud point curve for mixtures ofpoly(1,2-butylene oxide) (PBO) and BADGE 

was determined using optical microscopy. PBO of Mn ::::: 2000 g.mor1 (Aldrich) was 

thoroughly mixed with BADGE at various concentrations. The molecular weight of 

the PBO sample corresponds to a degree of polymerization, N ::::: 28. In each case, two 

initially transparent liquids produced a white, opaque, mixture. A drop of each 

mixture was pressed between two glass cover slips and heated to 150°C using a 

Linkam THMS-600 microscope hot stage. At this temperature, all mixtures were 

transparent and appeared homogenous when viewed under the microscope. Each 

sample was then cooled at a controlled rate of 2°C per minute; the cloud point was 

recorded as the temperature at which phase separation (in the form of spherical 

nuclei) was first observed. 
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From the results presented in Figure 3.1 It can clearly be seen that the PBO-BADGE 

. system exhibits VeST type behaviour. 

The location of the critical composition, ¢Ie, and the value of the Flory-Huggins 

parameter at that point, can be calculated using the following equations, derived from 

Flory-Huggins theory[109]: 

¢ = 1 

C (N v JYz 1+ ~ 
NBv B 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Here, NA and N8 are the degrees of polymerization of the two components, and VA 

and VB are the volumes occupied by the respective monomers. The bulk densities of 

PBO and BADGE at 25°e were measured by pyknometry and found to be 0.97g.cm-3 

and 1.16 g.cm-3 respectively. Thus the monomer volumes can be calculated to be 

VPBO = 123 A3 and VBADGE = 488 A3. 

Substitution into equations 3.1 and 3.2 leads to a predicted ¢Ie = 0.274, which can be 

seen to be in good agreement with the maximum in the cloud point curve. The 

calculated value of Xe = 0.240. 

The behaviour of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEa) in BADGE systems cured with 

aromatic amines has been investigated by Sixun et al.[11O]. The system was found to 

be homogenous at all concentrations and to remain mixed throughout cure. 
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3.1.2 Determination of the gel point 
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Figure 3.2 - Storage modulus, 0', (black circles) and loss modulus, G", (grey circles) during cure of 
BADGE + DETDA system at 75°C. 

The gel point of the unmodified BADGE + DETDA system was determined by 

rheometry as described earlier. The crossover of G' and Gil can be seen in Figure 3.2 

to occur after 16.2 hours . Correlation with FTIR data obtained for the unmodified 

system, given below, indicates and extent of reaction at the gel point of 

approximately 0.53. This is in good agreement with the theoretical value of 0.58 

determined using the Flory-Stockmayer theory. 

3.1.3 Bridging behaviour in BEB triblocks 

Bridging between micelles in solution has been observed in aqueous solutions of 

BEB triblocks with relatively long hydrophilic blocks and relatively short 

hydrophobic blocks[1l1-114J.1f this behaviour can be replicated in epoxy systems, it 

rrtight serve to improve the mechanical properties of the cured resin. 
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Figure 3.3 - Particle size distributions in 5wt% aqueous solutions of some block copolymers. 

To confirm that some of the BEB triblocks used here are capable of bridging 

behaviour, the particle size distribution of 5wt% aqueous solutions was measured. 

Solutions were stirred for 4 weeks (dissolution of BEB triblocks in water is a slow 

process). The particle size distribution was determined using dynamic light 

scattering. If a beam of light is shone into a solution containing small particles, the 

particles will scatter some of that light. By measuring the intensity of light scattered 

at right-angles to the incident beam over time, we can monitor fluctuations caused by 

Brownian motion of the particles. Since larger particles move more slowly than 

smaller ones, an estimate of the size distribution can be extracted from the data[115]. 

Measurements were performed using a Brookhaven BI-9000AT light scattering 

system equipped with a laser of wavelength 532nm and output power 125mW. 

Intensity average particle diameters were determined by using a non-negative least 

squares algorithm to fit the data to the Stokes-Einstein equation for near 

monodisperse, non-interacting hard spheres. 

The resulting data is presented in Figure 3.3. The diblock E136B18 was included as a 

non-bridging control sample. It can clearly be seen that the BEB triblocks form large 

structures where the simple diblock does not, suggesting that bridging does indeed 

occur. 
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3.2 Observations during sample curing 

3.2.1 Reaction Kinetics 

Reaction kinetics of the system modified with Ell sB 102 were investigated at the 

chosen curing temperature of 75°C using ¥fIR spectroscopy. The extent of reaction 

as a function of time was determined using the procedure described earlier and the 

results are presented in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 - Extent of reaction , p, over time as determjned by FfIR spectroscopy for various 
concentrations of E\\sB\o2 in BADGE + DETDA. Concentrations are given in weight percent of 

modifier. 

Larranaga et al. have examined in detail the cure kinetics of MDA cured BADGE 

modified with PEO-PPO-PEO triblocks[45 , 47]. They found that significant 

retardation occurs with the addition of modifier, even at relatively low concentration 

(lOwt%). They attributed this to a combination of effects, the first being the dilution 

of the epoxy system by block copolymer. Secondly, they suggest that hydrogen 

bonding occurs from the hydroxyl groups on the epoxy backbone to oxygen atoms in 

the block copolymer. This interaction leads to reduced hydrogen bonding between 

the hydroxyl groups and oxygen atoms in unopened epoxide rings, thus interfering 
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with the autocatalytic step of the reaction. They proposed a model to account for 

these effects and successfully fitted it to data acquired from isothennal DSC 

experiments. 

As can be seen, no such retardation was observed at low concentrations in this 

system. This is unlikely to be due to the substitution of PPO with PBO since they are 

chemically extremely similar. It may be due to differences in cure mechanisms 

between DETDA and MDA cured systems, but again, this is unlikely as they are 

chemically similar and Ishii and Ryan have shown that the BADGE + DETDA 

system fits the autocatalytic model[16]. A similar plot is shown in Figure 3.5, a 

smoothed set of p versus t data from FTIR measurements on the unmodified system 

was used to generate the data. The plot is linear up to the gel point in agreement with 

the autocatalytic model. The data from the FTIR measurements is in agreement with 

that of Ishii so there seems to be little reason to doubt the measurement technique. A 

final possible reason for the disagreement is that the low temperature and cure rate in 

this study may mask any differences in cure mechanism at lower modifier 

concentrations. 

In an attempt to clarify this result, a control experiment was perfonned wherein the 

cure of an epoxy system modified with lOwt% PEO (Aldrich, Mn = 4600g.mor1
) was 

monitored by FTIR. Results are shown in Figure 3.6. These data suggest that the rate 

of reaction is indeed reduced in the presence of PEO homopolymer but that this 

effect is not observed in a micelle fanning system. 
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Figure 3.5 - Fit demonstrating the agreement between data acquired by FfIR for the unmodified 
BADGE + DETDA system and the autocatalytic model. The data shown for the unmodified system in 

Figure 3.4 was smoothed using a moving mean with a window size of nine data points and the 
differential determined numerically. 

One possible explanation for the observed behaviour would be as follows. In the 

PEO modified epoxy, and in copolymer modified systems where the modifier 

remains soluble at low concentration, the PEO is distributed homogenously 

throughout the matrix. Therefore its interaction with the resin will be maximized. In 

a micelle forming system, the PEO is localized in the coronae of the micelles. Thus 

there will be significant volumes of resin which have no interaction with PE~. Even 

where micelles are present, geometrical constraints imposed by their spherical nature 

will limit interaction between PEO and the matrix. Thus, the degree of retardation 

caused by the PEO wi II be reduced. 
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Figure 3.6 - Extent of reaction profiles for unmodified epoxy resin, resin modified with lOwt% PEO 
and resin modified with a micelle forming block-copolymer. Three parameter sigmoidal functions 

have been fitted to the raw data (left) and are presented here (right) to simplify visualization of trends. 
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Returning to the data in Figure 3.4, the dramatic decrease in reaction rate between 

20wt% and 40wt% might be explained by the transition of the system from a 

'solution' of micelles in epoxy to an ordered gel like system where the resin is acting 

as a swelling agent. In this later system, where there is significant interpenetration of 

resin and PEO, the increased viscosity and steric hindrance caused by 

interpenetration would significantly decrease the reaction rate. 

It should be noted that, at the cure temperature at which their kinetics experiments 

were conducted, two of the three triblock copolymers investigated by Larranaga et al. 

undergo macrophase separation[44, 46]. The third triblock copolymer appears to 

show microphase separation in AFM phase images, but the precise nature of any 

microphase separated domains has not been determined. In contrast, El1SBJ02 is 

known to form micellar structures under the conditions used in this experiment -

supporting data are presented later. 

The results presented here suggest that cure kinetics in micelle forming systems may 

be an interesting topic for further research. However, significant optimization of the 

experimental methodology is required so as to reduce noise and increase the limit of 

detection such that definitive conclusions may be drawn. 

3.2.2 Visual Observations 

3.2.2.1 Visual observations in solution 

At room temperature, most 5-20% solutions of block copolymer in epoxy are 

transparent, with no observable differences between them and an unmodified sample. 

The exceptions are B37E JSoB37, B 44E 127B 44, EJJ5BJ02 and B65E75B65. The first three of 

these show varying degrees of turbidity when viewed by eye but have no observable 

features when viewed under a microscope. In aqueous systems, .similar turbidity is 

normally attributed to flocculation of nanometre size particles to form aggregates 

which are large enough to scatter visible light. B6SE7SB6S on the other hand shows 

macrophase separation from the uncured resin. The sample is completely opaque 
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when viewed by eye. Examination of a sample pressed between two cover slips by 

optical microscopy reveals phase separated spherical domains on the order of 10Ilm 

in size. An optical micrograph is shown in Figure 3.7. 

Figure 3.7 - Optical micrograph of solution of B64E75B64 in BADGE + DETDA at 25 °C prior to cure. 
Phase separation on the lO)lm scale can be seen clearly 

Solutions are generally free flowing up to around 30wt%; by 40wt% they are more 

gel like and will only flow at elevated temperatures, if at all. The gel like samples are 

translucent at room temperature but become transparent above the melting point of 

PE~, indicating that PEO and epoxy are mixed. 

3.2.2.2 Visual observations of the cured samples 

After curing, samples were examined by eye for evidence of phase separation. The 

findings are summarized in Table 3.1. Several samples are cloudy at low 

concentrations but have no structure visible under the optical microscope. Again, this 

is believed to be due to the formation of aggregates of a number of nanometre scale 

particles forming structures that can scatter visible light. 
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wt% / Polymer 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

x x 

x x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

Table 3.1 - A summary of visual observations of cured resins. White boxes represent transparent 
samples. Black boxes indicate completely opaque samples . Grey boxes indicate turbid (low 
concentration) or translucent (high concentration) samples. The presence of an X indicates that no 
sample was produced at that composition. 

60% 

Low concentration samples of two of the BEB triblocks are completely opaque due 

to the presence of phase separated domains on the mjcron scale. In B6£7SB64 the 

phase separated domains observed in solution are also seen to be present in the cured 

sample. Further examination by polarized optical microscopy (Figure 3.8) shows that 

each domain appears to be composed of a single spherulite. The spherulites are not 

observed in the uncured blend and no crystallization is observed in the neat block 

copolymer at room temperature. 
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Figure 3.8 - Optical micrographs from a cured sample of 5% B65E75B65 in BADGE + DETDA after 
cooling to 25 °C. The left hand image is a simple transmission micrograph. The right hand image is 

from the same sample between crossed polarizers showing birefringence. presumably from PEO 
spherulites. 

It has been shown that the lack of crystallinity at room temperature is B6SE7SB6S is 

due to its BCC structure[116]. In microphase separated systems, crystallization can 

occur in one of two ways. 'Confined crystallization' occurs when a block crystallizes 

without a change in morphology of the system. By contrast in 'breakout 

crystallization', the underlying morphology is destroyed and crystallization proceeds 

to form a lamellar morphology as described earlier (with the lamellae possibly 

further ordered into spherulites). The crystallization temperature, Te, tends to be 

significantly lower in cases of confined crystallization than in those where breakout 

occurs. This is because, whereas in breakout crystallization a single nucleation event 

can initiate a crystallization process which propagates throughout the sample, in 

confined crystallization, one nucleation event is required per separated domain). It 

has been shown that, whereas breakout crystallization is initiated by a heterogeneous 

nucleation process, confined crystallization proceeds in a manner consistent with 

homogenous nucleation. The shear number density of domains in a typical 

microphase separated sample (- 1017 domains / cm-3 for a BCC morphology) means 

that the probability of sufficient impurities being present to heterogeneously nucleate 

each domain is very negligible. Tc for bulk B65E75B65 has been shown to be -21.0 °C 

compared to values in the region of 10-30 °C in Jess confined geometries[116]. 
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Confined crystallization is favoured in cases where systems are strongly segregated 

so that there is a significant energy barrier to the breakout process, which requires the 

system to pass through a 'mixed' phase as it arranges itself into the crystalline 

morphology. Also, morphologies where propagation is restricted in all three 

dimensions, such as BCC, are more likely to display confined crystallization. 

Time resolved microscopy during cure of the 5wt% B6sE7sB6s system at 75°C shows 

that, on heating, the block copolymer dissolves to form a homogenous solution. 

Phase separation occurs by nucleation and growth with no evidence of crystallization 

until the gel point is reached, whereupon crystallization, as indicated by the 

appearance of 'Maltese cross' birefringence patterns, occurs rapidly in all of the 

macrophase separated domains. As the phase separation progresses, the volume 

fraction of PBO in the minor phase will increase. Thus any microstructure within the 

minor phase will progress from spheres of PBO in a PEO/epoxy matrix and is 

unlikely to reach the stage of confined PEO spheres in a PBO matrix and the system 

is free to undergo breakout crystallization once the PEO is expelled from the resin. It 

is interesting that crystallization occurs at such a high temperature, indeed after 

curing is complete, the sample can be heated to >200°C without loss of 

birefringence. This may be due to confinement of the crystalline domains by cured 

epoxy. 

Low concentrations of B44E127B44 are transparent in solution but become opaque on 

curing. The optical micrograph of a cured sample presented in Figure 3.9 reveals an 

interpenetrating network structure on the micron scale. This suggests that reaction 

induced phase separation has occurred by spinodal decomposition with vitrification 

taking place prior to coalescence of the domains. 

Some samples become translucent, or even opaque, at higher concentrations. In all 

cases except that of 60% B34E93B34, the sample becomes increa~ingly transparent as 

it is heated above the melting temperature of PEO. This suggests that the change in 

optical properties is due to the crystallization of PEO blocks in these samples. The 
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60% B3~3B34 sample does not change appearance on heating, this is attributed to 

macrophase separation of the block copolymer from the resin. 

Figure 3.9 - Optical micrograph showing phase separation in a cured sample containing 5% 
B4~127B44' The pattern formed is probably due to reaction induced phase separation by spinodal 

decomposition. 

The mechanical properties of the samples can also be seen to vary as the 

concentration of modifier is increased. From 5-30% modifier, the cured samples are 

hard, glassy solids which require the use of a hacksaw to cut. No softening is 

observed on heating to 75°C. In contrast, above 30wt%, the samples are noticeably 

softer, as evidenced by the fact that they can be smoothly cut in two with a razor 

blade. On heating, these samples become increasingly rubbery. This behaviour can 

be attributed to incomplete curing of the epoxy resin because of dilution and steric 

hindrance by PE~, which we believe to be intermixed with the resin . Incomplete 

curing will lead to a lower crosslink density and a more elastic product. 

Crystallization of the PEO lends some further rigidity to the sample, when the PEO is 

melted the sample becomes rubbery. 

The two BEB samples that show macrophase separation at low concentrations were 

found to be less mechanically robust than other samples of similar concentration. 

They exhibited a tendency to crumble when cut. 
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3.3 Microstructure of Cured Samples 

3.3.1 Effect of concentration 

Cured samples of epoxy resin containing different block copolymers at a variety of 

concentrations were studied by small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). The results for 

each system studied are presented below. Unless otherwise stated, all samples in this, 

and later experiments were cured at 75°C and post-cured at 180°C as described 

earlier. All SAXS patterns were obtained at room-temperature unless otherwise 

stated. 

3.3.1.1 EllsB102 
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Figure 3.10 - SAXS patterns for cured samples of EllsB 102 at various concentrations in epoxy resin. 
The right hand image shows the two-dimensional scattering pattern from an aligned 20wt% sample 

demonstrating reflections from a Bee lattice. . 
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This diblock copolymer was chosen for investigation because its behaviour in 

aqueous solution has previously been investigated by Battaglia and Ryan[ 117, 118]. 

In that work, the polymer was slowly taken up into solution from a film deposited on 

the inner surface of a vial. SAXS patterns for solutions over a range of 

concentrations are reproduced in Figure 3.11. The water swells the hydrophilic PEa 

blocks until the point of maximum swelling, known as the full hydration distance, is 

reached. Further addition of water after this point causes lamellae to detach from the 

surface of the swollen gel. Once in solution, the lamellae fold to form vesicles in 

order to isolate the hydrophobic PBO blocks from the solvent. At higher 

concentrations (lOwt%), these vesicles are seen to pack into a hexagonal structure 

and, with a further increase in concentration (30wt%), a 'sponge phase' consisting of 

partially coalesced vesicles. At concentrations of 60% and above, a lamellar gel 

phase is observed. 
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Figure 3.11 - One-dimensional SAXS patterns for various concentrations of E.1sB 102 in aqueous 
solution. Adapted from ref. [118]. 

Behaviour in the epoxy system is seen to be somewhat different. This may well, at 

least in part, be due to differences in the method of sample preparation. In the 

aqueous system, the final concentration is approached by dilution of a locally 

concentrated domain. The viscosity of epoxy resin necessitates the formation of a 

dilute solution in a solvent which is good for both resin and modifier and attainment 
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of the final concentration through removal of the solvent. In order to mimic the 

aqueous experiment, it would be necessary to find a solvent which was common to 

epoxy resin and PEO but a non-solvent for PBO. 
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Figure 3.12 - Structure development from dilute micellar solution to swollen gel in an epoxy resin
block copolymer system. The black regions represent epoxy immiscible PBO cores. The white region 

is epoxy resin containing no block copolymer and the grey regions contain a mixture of epoxy and 
PEO 

Contrast in the SAXS experiments is assumed to arise only from contrast between 

PBO and its surroundings. Since PEO is miscible with epoxy resin, it is assumed to 

be contrast matched to the matrix. 

In the epoxy based system, the SAXS data and TEM analysis show that interacting 

micellar structures are formed at 5-lOwt%. These data are presented and discussed in 

detail in Section 3.3.2. 

At 20wt% the presence of a body-centred cubic (BCC) structure is indicated by the 

characteristic q* : q*'h : q*'J3 peaks in the scattering pattern. The pattern appears to 

be a convolution of Bee scattering with micellar scattering, suggesting that it 

derives from packed spherical micelles. 

Figure 3.10 shows a two-dimensional scattering pattern obtained after shear-aligning 

a 20wt% sample. Uncured samples were sandwiched between two mica windows 

using an M3 washer as a spacer. Oscillatory shear was applied by sliding one piece 

of mica back and forth whilst keeping the rest of the sample stationary. The sheared 
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samples were then cured as normal. The SAXS pattern was obtained with the shear 

gradient axis parallel to the beam and the shear axis aligned vertically. The spots 

visible in the pattern serve to demonstrate a highly ordered packed structure. 

Figure 3.12 shows a possible scheme for development of structure at relatively low 

concentrations. Somewhere below 5wt% micelles may exist in isolation. As the 

concentration is increased, they begin to interact, as indicated by the presence of a 

structure factor peak in the SAXS pattern. Further increases in concentration lead to 

packing of micelles into a Bee structure. At some point the micelles will merge so 

that all volume not occupied by the immiscible core will consist of epoxy miscible 

chains swollen by the resin. This can be considered to be a transition from a solution 

of micelles in the epoxy matrix to a block copolymer gel with the miscible blocks 

swollen by the epoxy. 

As the concentration of block copolymer is further increased, the degree of swelling 

of PEO will decrease because there will be less resin per unit mass of PEO. This will 

lead to a reduction in the degree of curvature at the PEO-PBO interface and, coupled 

with the need to accommodate a greater volume fraction of epoxy immiscible PBO, 

will eventually lead to a change in morphology. This is most clearly observed 

between 20wt% and 30wt%, where a transition from Bee to hexagonally packed 

cylinders occurs, and between 40wt% and 50wt%, where the transition from a 

hexagonal to a lamellar morphology (with its characteristic peaks at integral 

multiples of q*) is observed. 

At 30wt% and 40wt% the patterns are consistent with the q* : q*...J3 : q*...J4 : q*...J7 

pattern expected of a hexagonally packed cylinder morphology. However, at 30wt% 

the peak expected at q*...J4 is absent whilst at 40wt%, the peak expected at q*...J3 is 

not detected. This can be attributed to the presence of minima in the form factor of 

the cylinders coincident with the expected structure factor peaks. Since the observed 

intensity is proportional to the product of the structure- and form-factors, this may 

result in no structure factor peak being observed. Movement of the form-factor 

minimum from q*...J4 to q*...J3 was attributed to an increase in the diameter of the 
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cylinders due to the need to accommodate a greater volume of PBO as the 

concentration of block copolymer is increased. 
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Figure 3.13 - Effect of heating from room temperature to 75°C on the scattering pattern obtained 
from a 60wt% sample of E1l5B102 in cured in epoxy. 

The absence of higher order reflections at 60wt% when compared with 50wt% 

together with an increase in peak breadth indicates a reduction in the degree of long 

range order. This can be attributed to 'drying' of the PEO as there is no longer 

sufficient epoxy resin present to appreciably swell all of the PE~. On heating the 

sample to 75°C, well above the melting point of PE~, more reflections become 

visible (Figure 3.13). Crystallization of un swollen PEO causes a reduction in long 

range order. However, some of the PEO must still be swollen by the epoxy in order 

to have been locked into the lamellar morphology - the neat block copolymer shows 

a hexagonal phase in the melt at this temperature. 

The crystallization can be observed using crossed polarizers on an optical 

microscope as shown in Figure 3.14. A distorted 'Maltese cross' structure is 

observed for the 60wt% sample, indicative of crystallization of the PE~. Note that, 

unlike the behaviour of B65E75B65 described above, macrophase separation is not 

observed, the crystallisation occurs whilst maintaining miscibility. The 40wt% 

sample also shows birefringence, this is attributed to alignment, over macroscopic 

length scales, of the cylindrical domains within the hexagonal structure. No 

birefringence is observed in cured samples containing E115B 102 at the other 

concentrations examined. 
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Figure 3.14 - eros ed-polar optical micrographs from thin samples ofEIIsB102 in epoxy resin cured 
between two cover slips. (Top) 40wt% sample showing birefringence. The black areas are voids 

within the sample. (Bottom) 60wt% sample at two different magnifications showing distorted 'Maltese 
cross' pattern associated with crystallization ofPEO. 

3.3.1.2 E43BIOOE 43 

SAXS patterns for a concentration series of E43B lOoE43 in BADGE + DETDA are 

shown in Figure 3.15. It is clear that, in this case, interacting micellar structures are 

present up to 20wt%. By 40wt%, the effect of packing and reduced surface curvature 

has caused the system to adopt a hexagonal structure. The same effects lead to a 

lamellar morphology being observed by 60wt%. There is a noticeable shift in the q* 

peak to higher q, i.e. shorter d-spacing, as the concentration of block copolymer is 

increased. This is probably due to a reduction in swelling of the PEO blocks as the 

concentration of resin is reduced. This behaviour is not clearly observed in EliSB 102 

above, however, this may simply be due to the resolution of the X-ray detector. The 

resolution available at a given point on the detector goes as l/q (i.e. the resolution is 

uniform in reciprocal space). Hence, at low values q, a significant change in d

spacing is required in order to produce a detectable shift in a peak position in 
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reciprocal space. Since the Ell5BI02 system has its principal scattering peak at lower 

q than that of E43BIOoE43 the change in its d-spacing may not be detectable. 
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Figure 3.15 - SAXS patterns for various concentrations ofE43BI(xP43 cured in epoxy resin. 

3.3.1.3 E90BSZE90 
The behaviour of the ~82~O system, as shown in Figure 3.1, is similar to that 

observed for the samples above. Again, a transition from micelles to BCC to 

hexagonally packed cylinders and on to lamellae is observed and again, the q* peak 

is observed to move to higher q as the concentration of swelling agent is reduced. 

Interestingly, crossed-polar optical microscopy of a 60wt% sample reveals large (mm 

scale) structures, which are assumed to be block-copolymer rich regions. The sample 

appears transparent to the eye and no features are visible under the microscope 

without the use of polarizers. An example micrograph is shown. in Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.16 - SAXS patterns for a concentration series of E90Bs2E9o in cured BADGE + DETDA. 

Figure 3.17 - Crossed-polar optical micrograph of cured sample containing 60wt% E90Bs2E90' 
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Figure 3.18 - SAXS patterns for a concentration series of E9\BsJ!9\ in cured in BADGE + DETDA. 

The SAXS patterns for E9\Bs6E9\ are far less clear than for other EBE triblock based 

systems. At 40wt% a Bee structure is clearly formed although the underlying 'lump' 

at low q suggests some semi-crystalline polymer is present in the system, or possibly 

that loosely ordered micelles and the Bee structure co-exist at this concentration. 

Given that a Bee structure is formed at 40%, it is assumed that the patterns at 5-

20wt% are due to micellar scattering. The broadening of the signals when compared 

to other micelle forming systems is thought to be due to increased polydispersity in 

the size of the micelles (a polydispersity of just 10% in the size of micelles leads to a 

completely smoothed scattering pattern[7]). This might be due to the comparatively 

low PBO content of this system (<PE = 0.63) leading to a reduced tendency to 

microphase separate from the epoxy. Incomplete microphase separation leads to 

polydispersity in the separated phases. However, this tendency is not observed with 

triblock having an even lower volume fraction of PBO, as described below. By 

60wt% a lamellar system with significant polydispersity in its d-spacing (as indicated 

by the broad peaks) has formed. A significant shift in d-spacing is observed between 
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40wt% (l26A) and 60wt% (l68A), this may be driven by crystallization of the PEO 

blocks. Crossed optical micrographs suggest that, by 60wt%, the system is structured 

into lamellae on the macroscopic scale. Figure 3.19 shows this organization clearly, 

d-spacings can be seen to be on the order of microns and the lamellae are further 

organized into randomly oriented domains tens of microns in size. Again , no 

structure is observed in this sample without the use of polarized light. 

Figure 3.19 - Crossed polar optical micrograph of 60wt% E91B5~91 in cured epoxy. 

3.3.1.5 ~126IJS1~126 

The structures exhibited by EI26BSIE126 in epoxy follow the same pattern through 

micelles, BCC and hexagonal packed cylinders until lamellae are formed around 

50wt%. The most interesting result from this system is the apparent presence of non

lamellar structure at 60wt%. The lamellar structure tends to indicate a midpoint in 

the phase diagram of an AB diblock copolymer, with structures where A is the minor 

component forming at lower values of <PA and structures where A is the major 

component forming at higher values . Thus it seems reasonable to think that the 

structure observed at 60wt% EI26BsIEI26 is phase-inverted with respect to the 

structures observed at <50wt%. Unfortunately, this explanation does not fit well with 

the structure of the polymer. 
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Figure 3.20 - SAXS patterns for a concentration series of EI26B51EI26 in cured BADGE + DETDA. 
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Figure 3.21 - SAXS pattern for 60wt% E126B51EI26 at 70°C. 
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Neat EI26Bs1EI26 has a lamellar structure in the melt at 70°C. Since epoxy resin 

swells the PEO block, it can only serve to increase the effective volume fraction of 

PEO. As PEO is already the major component (q,E = 0.73), the structures observed at 

lower block copolymer concentrations in epoxy resin must have PBO as the minor 

component. There is no reason to think that this system should ever go beyond the 

equilibrium m~lt structure of lamellae as the epoxy content is decreased. The peak at 

low q might be indicative of semi-crystalline PEO. Perhaps the epoxy matrix is 

saturated with PEO prior to cure and expels some PEO during cure. This would lead 

to some semi crystalline, expelled regions, and some regions where the concentration 

of triblock in epoxy is <60wt%. These might then be of sufficiently low 

concentration to form a gyroid phase with PBO as the minor component. It is noted 

that, on heating, signal remains at low q (q = 0.0242 A-I; d = 260A). It is unclear why 

this peak arises, being far lower in q than that for the unmodified block copolymer 

(d = 129 A). 
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Figure 3.22 - SAXS patterns for a concentration series of B64E7sB64 in cured in BADGE + DETDA 
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B64E7sB64 is not completely miscible with BADGE + DETDA at room temperature 

and demonstrates a macrophase separated structure at 5wt% and lOwt% after curing, 

as described previously. Although the samples at 20wt% and above appear 

completely mixed, only the 60wt% sample shows any discernable structure, that of 

lamellae with alternating blocks of equal length (this is indicated by the lack of even 

numbered reflections due to coincidence with form factor minima). 

The structure of the 5wt% and lOwt% samples does not change appreciably on 

heating to 70°C. If the block copolymer was completely phase separated from the 

resin, it would be expected to adopt its normal melt morphology which, at this 

temperature, is a Bee array of PEO spheres in a PBO matrix. Since this does not 

occur, it seems reasonable to assume that the macrophase separated structure consists 

of block copolymer rich domains interspersed with block copolymer poor domains. 

Some miscibility of PEO with the resin must be maintained. The structures observed 

at lOwt% and 60 wt% are very similar. It is possible that the signal observed from 

the lOwt% sample arises only from the block copolymer rich domains which might, 

locally, have a similar concentration of block copolymer to that of the 60wt% 

sample. 
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Figure 3.23 - SAXS patterns for a concentration series of B«E127B44 cured in BADGE + DETDA. 

Similar behaviour is observed in B.uE127B44 systems as was observed in the various 

EBE systems described above. At 60wt% a lamellar morphology is observed, the 

pattern at 50wt% is representative of a lamellar phase in transition to the gyroid 

phase. By 40wt% hexagonally packed cylinders are observed and at lower 

concentrations, a micellar morphology appears to be adopted. As shown earlier, at 

5wt% and lOwt% this system undergoes reaction-induced phase separation during 

cure. The scattering pattern for the lOwt% sample suggests that micelles are present 

at this concentration. Again, it appears that the sample is macrophase separated into 

domains of high and low block copolymer concentration, rather than into separate 

domains of block copolymer and epoxy resin. 
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Figure 3.24 - SAXS patterns for a concentration series of B3~93B34 in BADGE + DETDA. 

This block copolymer has the same <\>E as B.wE127B44 above but has a significantly 

lower molecular weight [Mn(B44E127B44 = 11.9 kg.mor\ Mn(B3~3B34) = 9.0 

kg.mor t
). As a consequence microphase separation is not clearly observed until the 

formation of hexagonally packed cylinders at 40wt%. Since optical turbidity and 

diffuse scattering peaks are observed in lower concentration samples, this suggests 

that partial microphase separation occurs in these samples but that the domains are 

not sufficiently well defined so as to produce a useful scattering pattern. TEM 

analysis of the 5wt% sample presented later (Figure 3.31) indicates the presence of 

clusters of micelles. Thus these peaks may indicate liquid-like order with insufficient 

long-range order or too much polydispersity to allow the form-factor to be resolved. 
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Figure 3.25 - SAXS patterns for a concentration series of B37E150B37 cured in BADGE + DETDA 

Systems containing B37E\SoB37 (which has greater q,E than the previous polymer but 

a higher molecular weight.) again appear to form micelles at up to 20wt%. The 

breadth of the peaks again indicates greater polydispersity than in the EBE based 

systems. A hexagonal phase is exhibited at 40wt% transitioning to a gyroid phase by 

50wt%. At 60wt% the range over which order is maintained apparently drops 

significantly as only the primary scattering peak is observed clearly, although there 

are some weak, broad peaks at higher q which might be indicative of coexisting 

structures. Optical microscopy reveals the presence of spherulites, presumably any 

nanoscale order is confined to domains within the spherulites. Heating the sample to 

IOO°C makes no difference to the structure observed under optical microscopy or the 

scattering pattern. 
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Figure 3.26 - Crossed-polar optical micrograph of a sample of 60wt% B37EIsoB37 cured in BADGE + 
DETDA. 

3.3.1.10 BzoE I41BZO, BzsEzIOBzs and Bl7EzOIBI7 

The scattering patterns for those BEB triblocks having <PE > 0.6 which have been 

examined are presented in Figure 3.27. Broad peaks, which develop as the 

concentration is increased, indicate that some sort of order is developing on the 

nanometre scale. However the scattering patterns are only useful in determining the 

structure at 60wt% where peaks at q* and 2q*, typical of a lamellar morphology, are 

observed in all cases. This peak broadening is attributed to incomplete microphase 

separation leading to structures which, where they have any long range order, are 

highly polydisperse. 
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Figure 3.27 - SAXS patterns for concentration series of B2oE141B20. B2SE2lOB2S and B17EzoIB17 cured 
in BADGE + DETDA. 
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3.3.1.11 Effect of the curing temperature 
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Figure 3.28 - SAXS patterns obtained for concentration series of EllsB 102 in BADGE + DETDA 
cured at different temperatures. 

In order to determine the influence of curing temperature on the morphologies 

observed, samples of epoxy resin containing EllsB 102 were cured at elevated 

temperatures of 100°C and 150°C followed by a ISO°C postcure as before. The 

SAXS patterns obtained are shown in Figure 3.28. The lOO°C series essentially 

shows the same structures as the 75°C series, with slightly broadened peaks and 

different patterns for the Hex phase peaks at 30 & 40wt% with concentration. Again, 

this can be attributed to the relative positions of peaks in the structure factor of the 

hexagonal array and minima in the form factor of its component cylindrical rods. The 

measured ratios of peak position in the 20wt% sample are a poor fit to any common 

structure, however visually it appears very similar to the 75°C sample and so is 

assumed to be a Bee structure. 

At I50aC the Bee phase at 20wt% has become a hexagonal phase and this is 

maintained, with variations in the pattern as the relative volume fractions of the 

components change, until a lamellar phase is formed at 60wt%. This observation 

suggests that PEa blocks are even more preferentially swollen by epoxy than PBa at 

higher curing temperatures. This means that the effective volume fraction of the 
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(PEO+Epoxy) phase will be higher at elevated temperatures for any given 

concentration. 

3.3.1.12 Summary and general comments 

A summary of the morphologies observed in this section is presented in Table 3.2. It 

can be seen that those systems which show microphase separation tend to follow the 

familiar series of transitions observed in block copolymers and their aqueous 

solutions (Micelles ~ body-centred cubic ~ hexagonally-packed cylinders ~ 

[gyroid] ~ lamellae). The epoxy resin swells the PEO block, thus increasing its 

volume fraction and altering the morphology. At low copolymer concentration 

structures will, therefore, consist of a PBO minor phase with a (PEO + Epoxy) major 

phase. 

Polymer <I>E Mol 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 
g.mor1 

EJ1sBI02 0.37 12500 M M B-218 H-221 H-221 L-220 L-242 

E43BIOOE43 0.31 11000 M M M H-184 - L-158 

&oB82~ 0.54 13800 M M B-157 - H-153 H-151 L-168 

EgIBsJ391 0.63 12000 U(M) M M H-184 L-157 

El2JJSIEl16 0.73 14800 M M B-156 - H-153 L-156 0-157 

B~7SB64 0.24 12500 U-146 L-146 U-146 - U-139 - L-147 

B.uE127B44 0.43 11900 U(M) M M H-145 O+L- L-148 
140 

B3~3B34 0.42 9000 M U(M) U(M) U(M) H-123 - L-121 

B37ElSOB37 0.52 11900 U(M) M M H-135 0-135 U-162 

BwEl4lB1O 0.65 9100 X X U U U-106 L-140 

B2SE21oB1S 0.69 12800 U U U U-125 U-140 - L-160 

B17E10lB17 0.76 11300 U X U U U-lI5 - L-125 

Table 3.2 -A summary of the morphologies adopted by varying concentrations (wt%) of block 
copolymer in epoxy after curing at 75°C. <PE is the volume fraction ofE ~Iock in the 'dry' block 
copolymer; Mn is the number average molecular weight of the block copolymer. Morphologies are 
denoted as M - micelles; B - Bee packed micelles I spheres; H - Hexagonally packed cylinders; G -
gyroid; L - Lamellar; X - no scattering observed; U - Undefined (scattering observed but no clear 
pattern discernable). Numbers indicate the position of the primary scattering peak (in A). Structure 
attributions in parentheses are tentative. 
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The BEB triblocks examined seem to be less prone to microphase separation than the 

EBE triblocks. Scattering patterns suggest that often, either no microphase separation 

occurs or that the phase separation is incomplete, leading to polydisperse systems as 

indicated by br~ad signals in the SAXS pattern. There are a number of possible 

reasons for this. The propensity for microphase separation appears to be related to the 

molecular weight of the PBO block, in addition to its volume fraction (this is 

suggested by the fact that B44EJ27B44 microphase separates, where B3~3B34 does 

not). This is likely to be because low molecular weight PBO is partially soluble in 

the epoxy resin at the curing temperature. Although the total mass of PBO present in 

the BEB triblocks is similar to the EBE equivalents, in the BEB triblocks each of the 

two smaller blocks will be more highly soluble in the resin. 

The behaviour of BJJBS6E9J as compared to EI26BSJEJ26, where the later shows a 

greater tendency to microphase separate despite having a similar sized B-block and a 

lower volume fraction of PBO, suggests that the total molecular weight of the block 

copolymer is also significant. The BEB triblocks used have, on average, slightly 

lower molecular weights than their EBE counterparts. 

Finally, if at low concentrations, the BEB systems do form bridged micellar 

structures as suggested in the introduction, these may not remain stable during cure. 

Bates et al.[8, 39,40] have suggested that PEO is partially expelled from the resin 

during cure. This behaviour has not been directly observed during the present work, 

however, no special effort was made to detect it. (If such expUlsion did occur in 

micellar systems, one might expect scattering contrast to arise both between PBO & 

PEO and between the expelled PEO & the matrix. In this case one would observe 

SAXS patterns typical of a core-shell structure, rather than the simple spherical 

particle scattering that arises, as shown below.) In order for a bridging PEO block to 

be expelled from the resin, one or both ends must be pulled from their respective 

micelle centres, disrupting the structure of the network. 
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The tendency of a given block copolymer to microphase separate at a given 

concentration seems, as might be expected, to follow the patterns observed in the 

study of critical micelle concentrations in solution in a non-reactive solvent which is 

selective for one block[7, 30]. (i) The tendency to microphase separate at a given 

concentration increases with increasing length of the solvent immiscible block. (ii) 

Increasing total, molar mass at constant composition of the block copolymer increases 

the tendency to microphase separate. EBE and BEB triblocks have been observed to 

have higher critical micelle concentrations than their diblock counterparts[119, 120]. 

This is attributed to the entropic penalty associated with the folding of the triblock 

and the necessity for the blocks to be arranged in space such that both inter-block 

interfaces are located at the surface of the same sphere. BEB triblocks were noted to 

have critical micelle concentrations significantly greater than those of EBE triblocks, 

but no definitive reason for this has been determined. 

One last observation which is best dealt with here concerns optical microscopy of 

those triblock containing samples which, at 40wt%, form structures composed of 

hexagonally packed cylinders. Sample crossed-polar optical micrographs for 

B37E \SoB37 and E43BlOOE43 are shown in Figure 3.29 but very similar patterns are also 

observed in ~OB82~O, B44E127B44 and E126BslE126. 

The birefringence is due to alignment of the cylinders. (the samples were aligned 

before curing by sliding the top cover sip back-and-forth over the bottom one). This 

'fan type' structure is commonly observed in hexagonally ordered systems[121] . 
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Figure 3.29 - Crossed-polar optical micrographs of cured samples of 40wt% B 37E\ 50B37 (left) and 
E43B 100E43 (right), showing a 'leaf-pile' type structure. 

3.3.2 The Micellar Regime 

3.3.2.1 The Rayleigh-Percus-Yevick model 

The scattering patterns observed at low concentrations in several of the above 

samples can be attributed to interacting spherical micelles. The undulations in the 

signal at moderate q-values arise, in part, from scattering by the core of the micelle 

which can represented by the standard Rayleigh form factor for scattering from 

monodisperse spheres[94]: 

(3.3) 

where rc is the radius of the micelle core. 

The peak at lower q arises from interaction between micelles and requires the 

addition of a structure factor to the scattering model. The Percus-Yevick model 

approximates the correlation between two hard spheres[122l. It can be evaluated as 

follows: 
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(3.4) 

where fAs is the effective volume fraction of hard spheres; A = 2qrhs; rhs is the radius 

of the interacting hard spheres and t(A) is a function defined in equations 3.5 & 3.6. 

f(A) = :2 (sin A - Acos A)+ ~ [2Asin A + (2 - A2 )cosA - 2] 

+L{-A4 cosA+4[(3A2 -6)cosA+(A3 -6A)sinA+6D 
AS 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The combined Rayleigh-Percus-Yevick (RPY) model has been successfully applied 

to interacting block copolymer micelles in a range of situations including 

melts[l23], aqueous solutions[124] and cured epoxy resin systems[40]. 

3.3.2.2 Micelle parameters from SAXS data 

Data obtained from SAXS experiments on low concentration samples were analyzed 

using the RPY model. The raw data from each experiment was normalized using the 

semi-transparent beamstop signal for NanoStar data and the back-ion chamber for 

data from the Daresbury SRS. A background pattern was obtained from an 

unmodified epoxy sample which had been cured under the same conditions as the 

modified samples. The normalized background was subtracted from each pattern 

before fitting of the model. 

As applied here, the model assumes a system containing monodisperse micelles. In 

practice some polydispersity in micelle size is inevitable. Optimum parameters for 

fitting were therefore determined by eye, taking into account that polydispersity of 
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the micelle radii will lead to broader, shallower minima than are predicted for the 

ideal case. 

Examples of corrected scattering patterns are shown, together with lines 

demonstrating the fitting, in Figure 3.30. A summary of the optimum fitting 

parameters for ~11 samples which were successfully fitted is given in Table 3.3. 

Polymer wt% rc l rlls I tl>m Polymer wt% rc I rlls I tl>m 
om om om om 

EmB \o2 5 6.8 12.8 0.21 EI26B 51E126 5 4.5 10.0 0.26 

EIlSB102 10 7.6 12.5 0.42 EI26B51El26 10 4.8 9.5 0.40 

E43B IOOE43 5 7.9 13.0 0.20 B~I27B44 10 5.5 8.2 0.42 

E 43B 1ooE43 10 8.1 12.0 0.30 B~I27B44 20 5.5 7.9 0.37 

E 43B looE43 20 8.5 11.8 0.47 

B37E I5oB 37 5 4.7 6.8 0.22 

~B82BxJ 5 4.5 10.0 0.22 B 37E 1SoB37 10 4.7 7.3 0.30 

~B82BxJ 10 5.0 9.5 0.38 B37E I5oB 37 20 4.7 7.5 0.40 

&IB5~1 10 3.7 7.4 0.34 

&IB5~1 20 4.1 7.3 0.47 
Table 3.3 - Summary of parameters obtained from Rayleigh-Percus-Yevick fits to SAXS data for low 
concentration samples. 'c is the radius of the micelle core; rhs is the effective interaction radius based 
on a hard-sphere model; ~ is the effective volume fraction occupied by the interacting hard-spheres. 
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Figure 3.30 - Corrected SAXS patterns (grey circles) and corresponding Rayleigh-Percus-Yevick fits 
(black lines) for some of the samples analyzed. 
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Because the above data come from manual fits, and because of the lack of sharp 

peaks in the data, some degree of imprecision is unavoidable. From observation 

during fitting, the parameters represent a 'best-fit' within an uncertainty of ±3 in the 

last digit. Measurements of duplicate samples and scattering from various locations 

in the same sample produced identical parameters within this uncertainty. 

3.3.2.3 TEM - Confirmation of micellar structure 

Figure 3.31 shows transmission electron micrographs obtained from cured samples 

of 5wt% E\\sB\o2 and B34E93B34. The former clearly shows the presence of evenly 

distributed spherical particles throughout the sample. The mean diameter taken over 

ten of the larger particles is 14.3nm, which is in good agreement with the value of rc 

obtained from SAXS (2rc = 13.6nm). 

Whereas the SAXS patterns for B3~3B34 provide no clear evidence of micellar 

structure, the TEM results suggest that spherical particles of 1O-20nm diameter are 

formed. However, unlike the previous sample, these particles are not evenly 

distributed in space. Instead they flocculate to form clusters up to l00nm across. The 

clusters may be the result of inter-micellar bridging. Alternatively they may be an 

indication of the beginnings of macrophase separation into block-copolymer rich and 

block-copolymer poor regions. Whilst reaction-induced macrophase separation is not 

definitively observed in samples containing B3~3B34 which have been cured at 

75°C, it clearly occurs at visible length scales when the curing temperature is 

increased, as demonstrated later. Therefore it seems reasonable to think that 

concentration into block-copolymer rich domains, leading to clustered micelles 

might be occurring on shorter length scales at lower curing temperatures. 
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Figure 3.31 - Transmission electron micrographs of sections cut from cured samples containing 5wt% 
of EllsB \02 (left) and B34E93B34 (right). The darkest areas are assumed to be PBO, stained in RU04 

vapour. 

When comparing information obtained by TEM to that from SAXS, it is important to 

note that TEM images very small volumes of material whereas SAXS signals are 

averaged over a comparatively large volume. In this work the volume observed by 

SAXS is _10 10 times greater than that shown in the above images. Care has been 

taken to obtain TEM images which, on the basis of observations before image 

capture, appear to be representative of the sample as a whole. 

The pattern visible in the background of the above images is also seen in unmodified 

epoxy resin. This type of pattern is commonly seen in TEM images of cured epoxy 

resin. It is probably due to alternating regions of more and less highly cross-linked 

epoxy resin. The less highly cross-linked resin will be more heavily stained by RU04. 
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3.3.2.4 Variation of micelle size with block-length 

A number of theories have been developed to predict how micelle size scales with 

the length of the copolymer blocks. A recent review can be found in the monograph 

by Hamley[7]. These may be expressed in terms of rc or of the association number, 

here written as Nw, which denotes the average number of copolymer chains per 

micelle. If we assume that the micelle core is composed solely of PBO chains and 

that they have only liquid like order then these two quantities are related through 

Equation 3.7[30]. 

4m3 

__ C =nN VB 
3 IV 

where (3.7) 

n is the number of PBO repeat units in the chain; Mo is the molar mass of one repeat 

unit; p is the density of liquid PBO and NA is Avogadro's number. 

Booth and co-workers[119, 120] have shown that for diblocks and triblocks of the 

fonn EmBn, EmB2nEm and BnEmBn, the association number varies as 

N 
'1.19 -0.63 

w oc n m where n' = (n - ncr) (3.8) 

ncr is the critical micellization length, that is the value of n below which micelles do 

not fonn under the specified conditions. In very strongly segregated systems, such as 

PEO-alkyl block copolymers ncr = O. Aqueous solutions of EB diblocks and triblocks 

are not quite so strongly segregated and it has been determined that ncr::::: 4 [120]. In 

liquid epoxy, one would expect ncr to be higher than in aqueous systems as PBO is 

more soluble in the fonner, particularly at raised temperatures. However, since we 

know that phase separation processes can be enhanced as cross-linking of the epoxy 

proceeds it is reasonable to think that, in the cured sample ncr may be low. 
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Figure 3.32 - Graph showing fitting of data obtained from PYR fitting of lOwt% block copolymer in 
epoxy to Booth's model for micellar size as a function of block-length. The slope of the line is 

1.22±0.54. The filled symbol indicates a datum that was excluded from the fit as an outlier. 

Thus, in the plot presented in Figure 3.32, it is assumed that ncr = O. This assumption 

is also convenient for practical reasons. In aqueous systems, ncr is determined 

through dynamic light-scattering or surface tension measurements. Clearly, neither of 

these can be applied to cured samples, indeed, even in the liquid state, the viscosity 

of epoxy resin is too high to successfully exploit these techniques. The limit of 

detection of micelles by SAXS is poor, it might be possible to obtain a value from 

transmission electron micrographs on a series of polymers with fixed E-block length, 

but the range of polymers studied here does not allow an accurate value to be 

determined. 

Using this assumption, and excluding the value for E126BslE126 as an outlier, a plot of 

log(N.mo.63
) as a function of log(n) for the lOwt% samples fits moderately well to a 

straight line of gradient 1.22±O.54. This is in agreement with the value of 1.19±O.25 

given by Booth et al. in ref. [120] for aqueous PEO-PBO systems assuming ncr = 4. 

On the basis of the available data it appears that micellar association number of EB, 

EBE and BEB block copolymers in cured epoxy systems scales in the same manner 

as in aqueous solution except that ncr can be considered as equal to zero due to 

enhanced phase separation in the cured system. Hence we can state that 

(3.9) 
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3.3.2.5 Variation of micelle size with concentration 

As concentration increases, an increase in the total volume fraction of interacting 

hard-spheres is accompanied by a decrease in their radius. This is expected given that 

rhs is an interaction radius, not directly related to the size of the micelles. As the 

number density of micelles increases, the distance between interacting micelles will 

decrease. 

In the case of block copolymer micelles formed in aqueous solution, it has been 

shown that the association number is essentially independent of concentration[125, 

126]. The data presented above suggest that the core radius, which should be 

proportional to V N w , increases with concentration. This change might also be due to 

swelling of the core for some other reason, not associated with increased aggregation. 

Alternatively, the apparent increase in re, being small, might be an artefact of the 

fitting. 

In an attempt to provide confirmation of the increase in association number with 

concentration, the following model was used. If it is assumed that all block 

copolymer added to the system forms micelles, rather than simply being present as 

unimolecular species, then any polymer not involved in increasing the association 

number of existing micelles must form new micelles. With reference to the hard

sphere model described above, each hard sphere will be centred on one micelle. In 

some volume, V 00, the volume fraction occupied by M spheres of radius rhs may be 

written as: 

(3.10) 

where the volume of a single hard-sphere, Vhs = 41rr,} /3. Hence, for the case of two 

samples, a and b, of different concentration we can write: 
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2.0 

1.9 

1.6 

E90B82E90 (\6%/S%) 2.0 

E9JBs~J eO%/IO%) 1.4 

E126BSJEJ26 (IO%/S%) 1.8 

B~127B44 eO%/IO%) 

B37E JSoB37 (IO%/S%) 

B37EJSoB37 eO
%/IO%) 

Table 3.4 - Ratio of the number of micelles (M.fMb) at varying polymer concentrations (a/b)' 
Calculated from Percus-Yevick hard-sphere fitting using Equation 3.8. 

0.98 

1.1 

1.2 

h ¢Jhs were V=-3 (3.11) 
rhs 

Values of MalMb calculated using the data above are presented in Table 3.4. 

At the lowest concentration (10%/5%) EJJ5B102 and the EBEs basically show a 

doubling of micelle number density with doubling of concentration. This indicates 

that, as in aqueous systems, all of the additional polymer is involved in forming new 

micelles. The deviation from the expected doubling for E43B IOoE43 eO% /10%) is 

attributed to the number density of micelles being too great to allow all of the 

additional polymer to form new micelles. Instead some polymer merges with existing 

micelles and a significant shift in the core scattering minima is observed, 

corresponding to an increase in re. This is the beginning of the process whereby the 

PBO domains increase in size relative to the (PEOlEpoxy) domains and that will 

eventually lead to ordered morphologies as shown earlier. 

It is interesting to note that the degree of deviation from expected ideal behaviour 

(Na / Nb = 2) appears to be greatest for those polymers which show no structure in 

their SAXS patterns prior to cure. As discussed in section 3.3.2.6, this is believed to 

be due to reaction-induced microphase separation (i.e. in this case, reaction-induced 

micellization). Samples which show the greatest degree of microphase separation 

prior to cure would be considered most likely to reach equilibrium before 

vitrification occurs. In those samples where microphase separation does not begin 

until the sample is partially cured, it is reasonable to think that the final structure 

observed in the cured sample may be a kinetically trapped, non-equilibrium, 

structure. 
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The behaviour of the BEB samples does not fit well to this model. In B4~J27B44, this 

is unsurprising since the evidence, presented earlier, suggests that the lOwt% sample 

has macrophase separated copolymer-rich regions which are locally more 

concentrated than the homogenous 20wt% sample. The reasons for the behaviour of 

the B37EJ50B37 system are unclear but it is noted that this system also undergoes 

reaction-inducoo microphase separation. 

3.3.2.6 Observations during cure - Reaction-Induced Micellization 

In their work on the modification of epoxy resins with block copolymers, Bates and 

co-workers have observed that micellar structures can form in the uncured epoxy 

solution and persist, without change, throughout curing yielding nanostructured 

thermosets. They have demonstrated this through SAXS for systems of BADGE + 

MDA modified with PEO-PEP[40] and with reactive block copolymers[49]. 

SAXS patterns for the uncured solutions of block copolymer in BADGE + DETDA 

were obtained using a liquid cell. The cell consisted of a PTFE washer, around 2mm 

thick, sandwiched between two mica windows and sealed by clamping in a machined 

brass assembly. The results obtained are compared with those for cured samples in 

Figure 3.33. In the case of EJJ5B102 patterns were also obtained after placing the 

liquid cell, with sample, into an oven at 75°C. At 8 and 16 hours curing time, the cell 

was removed from the oven and allowed to cool to room temperature, before 

submitting the sample to SAXS. 

It is noted that, in their study of EB diblocks in a BADGE + PN epoxy system, Wu et 

al. reported difficulty in obtaining useful SAXS patterns from their uncured 

samples[39]. They attributed this to a lack of contrast difference between PBO and 

the resin. It is possible that their epoxy system was more closely contrast matched to 

PBO than the one used here. Indeed, the low Tg exhibited by Wu's unmodified epoxy 

(<90°C) suggests a significantly lower cross-linking density than BADGE + 

DETDA. (T g ::::: 200°C - the density of the cured resin was determined to be 

1. 166g.cm-3 using a helium pyknometer. The density of liquid PBO is O.923g.cm-3.) 
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Figure 3.33 - Changes in SAXS patterns during cure for some micelle forming block copolymer
epoxy systems at 5wt% in BADGE + DETDA. In the plots for the triblocks. solid lines represent 
patterns prior to curing. dashed lines are after 72 hours at 75°C followed by a 2 hour postcure at 

180°C. All data acquired at 25°C. 
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It is also possible that the more complex structures that are fonned by Wu's block 

copolymers simply do not produce easily interpreted scattering data. Finally, it may 

be that Wu's system also demonstrates the behaviour shown here, where clear 

patterns only arise after curing. Data for cured samples is not presented in Wu's 

paper as SAXS analysis was not essential to the main aims of the work. 

Returning to the data above, it can be seen the all of the samples which exhibit 

micellization at 5wt% show some degree of change in their nanoscale structure as 

they cure. The degree of microphase separation in uncured samples, as judged 

empirically from peak breadth and intensity, can be seen to increase with decreasing 

PEO volume fraction. This is consistent with the increased tendency to phase 

separate as the fraction of matrix immiscible block increases. 

It is probable that some of the variation is due to an increase in contrast between the 

PBO and the matrix which will occur due to the increase in density of the epoxy with 

extent of reaction. However, it is clear from the samples with low <PE that PBO and 

the matrix are not contrast matched in the uncured state. Thus we can be confident 

that the lack of scattering observed in uncured samples with higher <PE indicates a 

lack of structure on the appropriate length scales. 

The data suggest that reaction-induced microphase separation is occurring. One 

might expect this to be driven by the same mechanism as reaction-induced 

macrophase separation. For the purpose of this discussion three Flory-Huggins 

interaction parameters are defined. X,(SR) relates to the interaction between the PBO 

block and the epoxy resin, X,(ER) to the interaction between PEO and epoxy resin and 

tiED) to the interaction between blocks of the copolymer. In the extreme case, the 

uncured samples consist of a disordered solution of block copolymer in epoxy. As 

the reaction progresses and the molecular weight of the matri.x increases, the increase 

in tiBR)N will eventually lead to phase separation of the PBO block from the resin. 

Micelles will fonn in order to minimize the enthalpic penalty associated with PBO

matrix interaction by the minimization of contact surface area. 
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For block copolymer B44E127B44 (<!>E = 0.43, Mn = 11900g.mor l
), macrophase 

separation is observed at 75°C. The lower molecular weight analogue B34E<}3B34 

(<!>E = 0.42, Mn = 9000g.mor l
) forms micelles when cured at 75°C (as observed by 

TEM) and appears, from the SAXS data above, to have some microphase structure in 

the uncured solution. However, as shown later, when cured at elevated temperature 

(e.g. 175°C), B34B)3B34 also macrophase separates by spinodal decomposition. The 

simplest explanation for this macrophase separation would be that X(ER)N, where N is 

dependent on the molecular weights of the E-block and of the growing epoxy 

network, has reached some critical value and the E-block has been expelled from the 

resin prior to gelation. However, were this the case, one would expect macrophase 

separation to occur for all block copolymers with long E-blocks. Since it does not, 

the interactions of E and B blocks with the resin cannot be treated independently. 

If X(PR) is defined as the interaction parameter between the matrix and the diblock 

copolymer, then reaction-induced macrophase separation would be expected to occur 

when X(PR)N reaches some critical value. One might expect X(PR) to vary as some 

combination of X(ER) and X(BR)o perhaps scaled by volume fraction or block size. This 

may be true within a given architecture but it is clear that polymers of different 

architectures display differing behaviour. Whereas the BEBs with <!>E :::::: 0.42 show 

reaction-induced macrophase separation, no such behaviour is observed for 

E43BJOoE43 (<!>E = 0.31, Mn = 11000g.morl
) or EI15BJ02 (q,E = 0.37, Mn = 

12500g.mor l
). From the available data it is not possible to draw any further 

conclusions except to say that X(PR) is clearly dependent on architecture as well as 

composition. 

We can say that the final observed structure will depend on a balance between X(PR)

which determines the onset of reaction-induced macrophase separation, X<BR) which 

determines the onset of reaction-induced micellization and vitrification which acts to 

freeze-in the structure. If, at vitrification, X(BR)N < (XN)crit then phase separation will 

not be observed on any scale. If X(PR)N < (XN)crit < X<BR)N then reaction-induced 
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microphase separation will be observed (formation of rrucelles in this work). Finally, 

if (XN)crit < x.cPR)N then reaction-induced macrophase separation will be observed. 

Curing Time I h rei nm rhs I nm <Phs 

8 6.5 13.5 0.30 

16 7.1 12.8 0.20 

00 6.8 12.8 0.21 

Table 3.5 - Rayleigh-Percus-Yevick fit values for E115B 102 in BADGE + DETDA at various points 
during curing at 75°C. 

The data acquired during curing of the EllSB 102 sample were fitted using the RPY 

model as before. Optimum fitting parameters are presented in Table 3.5.The initially 

increased rhs and $hs values suggest that the micelles become less swollen as curing 

progresses. This rrught be due to partial expulsion of PEO from the resin, or it may 

be due to increased cross-linking in that part of the resin which is mixed with PEO. 

An apparent increase in rc is observed between 8 and 16 hours followed by a small 

decrease on postcuring. It is suggested that the initial increase is due to continuing 

phase separation of PBO from solution and the subsequent decrease is due to an 

increase in cross linking during the high temperature post-cure. 
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Figure 3.34 - (Left) Time resolved SAXS patterns showing the progression of reaction-induced 
microphase separation in a 5wt% sample of E9OB82E9O in BADGE + DETDA. Only one pattern in 

three is shown so as to reduce clutter. (Right) Variation of normalized feak intensity as a function of 
extent of reaction. The slope of the line is 2.85; R =0.993. 
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Time resolved SAXS was attempted on the NanoStar laboratory based SAXS 

system. A disposable cell was constructed by fixing a piece of 25J.1m thick mica on 

either side of an M4 washer using commercial rapid-curing epoxy adhesive. Once the 

adhesive had cured, the cell was filled with sample, via a channel that had been cut 

into the washer before constructing the cell, using a syringe and needle. The cell was 

placed into the heating stage on the NanoStar system and heated to 75°C. A series of 

frames of 20 minutes duration were acquired over 18 hours. Each frame was 

azimuthally integrated and a background subtracted from the resulting one

dimensional pattern. 

Results for a 5wt% sample of ~oB82E9o are shown in Figure 3.34. The NanoStar 

instrument is not ideally suited to time-resolved measurements because of its 

comparatively weak beam intensity. This is reflected in the poor signal-to-noise ratio 

in this experiment. The patterns are too noisy to provide useful data about micelle 

parameters from an RPY fit, however it is still possible to obtain useful information 

about the rate of phase separation by looking at the increase in scattering intensity. 

Scattering intensity scales directly with the number of scattering centres. When 

intensity (normalized to its maximum value) is plotted as a function of extent of 

reaction (obtained from FTIR experiments) it is clear that the relationship is linear 

over the majority of the phase separation process. New micelles form in a regular 

manner as the reduction in entropy of mixing which accompanies the increase in 

molecular weight of the matrix reduces its compatibility with PBO. It is clear that, in 

this case, the microphase separation is essentially complete by p = 0.4, well before 

the gel point and certainly before vitrification. Note that, in contrast to the situation 

at 25°C, no scattering pattern is observed in the unreacted solution at 75°C. The 

increased solubility of PBO in epoxy at raised temperatures leads to a homogenous 

solution. 

Very recently, Meng and co-workers have observed reaction-induced microphase 

separation in MOCA cured BADGE resins modified with PCL-PB-PCL[60] and 

PEO-PS[59]. In the former, only micellar type structures were observed. In the later 

case, they suggest that their observations are consistent with the formation of 
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structures with long-range order via reaction-induced microphase separation, 

although no data are presented to confirm the lack of structure prior to cure at higher 

copolymer concentrations. The SAXS data presented for lower concentrations may 

indeed indicate long range structure, however experience gained from the present 

work suggests that such scattering is typical of interacting micellar structures which 

can be characterized by RPY fitting. It is suggested that for 1O-30wt% PEO-PS in 

BADGE + MOCA the data, reproduced below, corresponds to interacting micelles. 

By 40wt%, a cubic-packed structure appears to have formed, as suggested in the 

original paper. 

PS-b-PEO wt% 

:i 

0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2!) 

q (A') 

Figure 3.35 - SAXS patterns from cured samples ofPS-PEO diblock copolymer at various 
concentrations in BADGE + MOCA. Reproduced from ref.[59]. 

3.3.2.7 Changing the cross-linking agent 

The choice of curing agent has been shown to have a significant effect on the 

miscibility of block-copolymers and epoxy resins throughout cure. Therefore it may 

have a significant effect on nanostructure formation, particularly in the case of 

structures formed by reaction-induced microphase separation. 

Samples of BADGE + MDA resin containing 5wt% of each of the block copolymers 

were prepared according to the same method as the DETDA cured samples. SAXS 
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patterns were acquired from the cured samples and fitting to the RPY model was 

performed as before. Fitted parameters for those samples for which the data were 

successfully fitted are presented in Table 3.6. 

Polymer re/ Dm rhs/ om <Pm 
EllSBI02 7.0 14.0 0.25 

E43B lOOE43 7.5 12.5 0.20 

EwB 82E90 4.7 10.0 0.23 

B37E lSOB 37 5.0 8.5 0.45 

Table 3.6 - Rayleigh-Percus-Yevick parameters for cured samples of block copolymer at 5wt% in 
BADGE + MDA cured resin. Cured at 75°C and post-cured at 180°C. 

The values for samples containing E11SB102, E43B lOoE43 and ~OB82E90 are very close 

to those observed in the DETDA cured system. The B37ElsoB37 sample shows a 

significant increase in both rhs and <!>hs. The samples containing E90B82~O and 

E126B51E126 both show broad scattering at low q, to which a sensible fit cannot be 

made. It is probable that the differences observed are due to variations in the 

tendency to microphase separate caused by differing interactions of the PBO 

copolymer with the mixture of resin and hardener when the later is changed. The data 

are consistent with the situation where the equilibrium micelle parameters are 

determined solely by the block copolymer structure but non-equilibrium structures 

may be observed when vitrification occurs before the microphase separation process 

is completed. Those systems where, with both cross-linking agents, the micelle 

formation process is complete before vitrification show similar values of the micelle 

parameters in both cases. The progress of the microphase separation process as a 

function of extent of reaction would be expected to change when the interaction 

between the copolymer and the matrix is changed by, for example, changing one 

component of the matrix. Thus the extent of microphase separation will vary 

between epoxy systems at a given extent of reaction, therefore differing structures 

may be frozen in place at vitrification. (It is assumed here that the extent of reaction 

required for vitrification is identical for both hardener-resin systems, since both 

hardeners used here are tetrafunctional aromatic amines. However this mechanism 

remains plausible even if that assumption is not valid.) 
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3.3.2.8 Effect of the curing temperature 

The SAXS patterns obtained previously for 5wt% E\\5B\o2 after high-temperature 

curing were fitted using the RPY model and the resulting parameters are given in 

Table 3.7. It is clear that re, rhs and ~s all increase with increasing curing 

temperature. At raised temperatures, the PBO core may be partially swollen by epoxy 

resin as PBO has been shown to be increasingly soluble at higher temperatures. The 

observations in higher concentration systems shown earlier indicate that, if this is the 

case, swelling of the PEO domains must increase with temperature at a greater rate to 

that of PBO in order to maintain the hexagonally packed structure at higher 

concentrations. Alternatively, the PBO domains may remain unswollen with only 

swelling of the PEO domains increasing with temperature. The change observed in rc 

would then be due to the need for a larger core in order to accommodate swelling of 

the PEO in the micellar corona. 
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100 
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6.8 

7.3 

8.5 

12.8 

13.6 

15.0 
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0.25 

0.27 

Table 3.7 - Rayleigh-Percus-Yevick parameters from SAXS patterns of 5wt% EII5BlOz in BADGE + 
DETDA. after curing at different temperatures. 
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3.3.3 Reaction-Induced Macrophase Separation 

Reaction-i nduced macrophase separation is observed on curing at 75°C in the system 

containing 5wt% B4~ 127B44 and at elevated temperature (175°C) in systems 

containing 5wt% B3~93B34 and B37E150B37. Bulk samples of these systems are 

optically transparent prior to cure but are completely opaque afterwards, due to the 

presence of phase separated domains with length scales on the order of microns. 

Phase separation in the cured product can be seen clearly by optical microscopy to 

exhibit a bicontinuous structure, typical of a system which has separated by spinodal 

decomposition . Typical optical micrographs are shown in Figure 3.36. 

The development of structure during the curing process can be observed using time

resolved small-angle light-scattering (SALS). Attempts to monitor phase separation 

in the B44E127B44 system when cured at 75°C were unsuccessful. This is believed to 

be due to the system being incompletely microphase separated on vitrification at this 

temperature. It can be seen in Figure 3.36 that the contrast between the domains in 

poor in the sample cured at 75°C when compared to the one cured at 175°C. The 

domain sizes are similar in the two cases. The domains are defined by copolymer

rich and copolymer-poor regions, as the spinodal decomposition process progresses, 

these regions will become more highly copolymer-rich and -poor respectively and 

optical contrast between the domains will increase. 

Figure 3.36 - Optical micrographs of 5wt% B44E127B44 in BADGE + DGEBA after curing at 75°C 
(left) and 175°C (right). 
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In the sample cured at 75°C, vitrification has occurred at an earlier stage in the phase 

separation process due to the higher viscosity of the system at lower temperatures 

inhibiting diffusion. The lack of contrast is also indicated by the fact that, after 

curing at 75°C, the thin samples used for SALS analysis are still largely transparent, 

samples cured at the higher temperature are nearly opaque. 

Time-resolved SALS was performed during cure of 5wt% B4~I27B44 and 5 & 

lOwt% B3~93B34 systems at 175°C. Because spinodal decomposition leads to phase 

separated structures which display a characteristic wavelength over comparatively 

large distances, it can lead to a peak in the SALS pattern, where the peak maximum 

is indicative of the characteristic length scale of the domains. 

A 3d-plot of typical data obtained during separation is shown for 5wt% B3~3B34 in 

Figure 3.37, together with a plot showing how peak intensity at qrnax varies 

throughout the entire curing process. 
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Figure 3.37 - Reaction-i nduced macrophase separation as observed by SALS during curing of a 
sample of BADGE + DETDA containing 5wt% B34E93B34. (Left) Evolution of the scattering pattern 
over the time-period where separation occurs. (Right) Evolution of normalized peak intensity over 

time, throughout the entire curing process. 
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Thermally induced spinodal decomposition can be modelled using the Cahn-Hilliard 

theory[127]. Ishii[102, 128] has successfully applied this model to the 

reaction-induced phase separation of poly(2,6-dimethyl-l ,4-phenylene ether) 

homopolymer from a DGEBA + DETDA epoxy system. 

In Cahn-Hilliard theory the scattering structure factor, S( q,t) for a binary mixture 

undergoing spinodal decomposition varies as: 

S(q,t) = S x (q) + [S(q,O) - S x (q)]e2R(q)1 (3.12) 

where Sx is a virtual structure factor arising from thermal noise; q is the scattering 

vector; R(q) is termed the amplification factor and is defined as below. 

R(q) = D q2[1_.!.(_q )2] 
eff 2 qm (0) 

(3.13) 

qm(O) is the initial correlation length, that is the scattering maximum at t = O. Deffis 

the effective diffusion coefficient defined as DejJ = De, where D is the cooperative 

diffusion coefficient the quench depth, e, is defined by: 

e = (z- zJ/Zs (3.14) 

where, in a system where cure is induced by thermal quenching, X and Xs are the 

Flory-Huggins parameters for interaction between the separating components at the 

quench and stability temperatures respectively. If we assume that the quench depth is 

large, we can neglect SJq) and write the observed scattering intensity as: 

l(q,t) = l(q,0)e 2R
(Q)1 (3.15) 

Thus a plot of In( 1/10) as a function of time will be linear in the early stages of 

spinodal decomposition and the slope of the line will be equal to 2R(q). 
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Figure 3.38 - Plot of the natural log of normalized intensity as a function of time from SALS 
measurements during cure of 5wt% B34E93B34 in BADGE + DETDA at 175°C. The linear section 

shows where the Cahn-Hilliard linear theory is valid and is used to extract R(q) for use in subsequent 
calculations. 

If values of R are determined over a range of q then it is clear from Equation 3.13 

that a plot of R(q) / l as a function of l should allow the determination of Deffand 

qm(O) from a linear fit. Figure 3.39 shows a plot of such data for 5wt% B3~3B34 

cured at 175°C, demonstrating the validity of the fit at low q. 
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Figure 3.39 - Plot to determine q",(O) (from slope) and D.ff(from intercept) using the Cahn-Hilliard 
model for early-stage spinodal decomposition. 

A summary of parameters obtained in the systems studied here is given in Table 3.8. 
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Sample 

5wt% B3~3B34 

lOwt% B3J!93B 34 

5wt% B4J!127B44 

Onset of phase 
separation 

tis 
1008 

1022 

810 

3.58 

3.17 

0.70 

2.29 

3.40 

3.28 

Table 3.8 - Onset times of phase separation and Cahn-Hilliard parameters for the systems studied by 
SALS. 

The similar onset times for both B34B)3B34 samples suggest that, at these 

concentrations, the extent of reaction and the Flory-Huggins parameter for 

interaction between the block copolymer and the resin, X(PR), dictate the onset of 

phase separation, independently of concentration. The earlier onset time in 

B~127B44 is what would be expected from the influence of molecular weight. 

It was not possible to fit the data with models of late-stage spinodal decomposition 

such as those of Langer et al. [129] and Binder[ 130]. These models suggest changes 

in the q value of maximum intensity in the later phase of spinodal decomposition 

process and such changes were not observed. This is likely to be because vitrification 

occurred before the phase separation process was complete, kinetically trapping the 

interpenetrating structures that have been observed by microscopy. 

It is interesting to note that, whilst the BEB systems show reaction-induced 

macrophase separation, no such behaviour is observed in EBE or EB systems at 

accessible curing temperatures. It is suggested that this may due to break down of a 

bridged micellar network as PEO is expelled from the resin - as described in section 

3.3.1.12. Expulsion of the PEO bridge leads to dissociation of the micelles within 

which PBO is solublized. 
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3.4 Bulk Properties of Cured Samples 

Most of the work performed to date involving investigation of nanostructure 

formation in epoxy resins has been driven by the desire to modify the properties of 

the bulk material in a commercially useful manner. This might include increasing the 

glass transition temperature or improving the fracture properties of the material. 

3.4.1 Glass Transition Temperature 

The glass transition temperatures of 5wt% samples cured at 75°C and post-cured at 

180°C were determined by DSC, T g was taken as the midpoint of the step. DSC 

thermographs are shown in Figure 3.40 and the values ofTg obtained are 

summarized in Table 3.9. 
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Figure 3.40 - DSC thermograms obtained from 5wt% samples of various block copolymers cured in 
BADGE + DETDA at 75°C. The heating rate was 20°C I min. 
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Modifier Tg/oe Modifier Tg/oe Modifier Tg/Oe 

Unmodified 195 ~IB5~1 170 B37E I50B 37 186 
EI26B51EI26 171 B2oE141B20 169 

E115B \o2 180 B z,SE2\OB 25 166 
B~75B64 169 B17E 20I B 17 170 

E 43B 1ooE43 184 B~127B44 169 

EwB82~ 177 B3A3B 34 187 
Table 3.9 - Glass-transition temperatures for BADGE + DETDA epoxy resins modified with 5wt% of 
various block copolymers and cured at 75°C. 

Clearly, the addition of block copolymer causes a decrease in Tg.1f we assume that 

the PBO block is completely phase separated from the resin, in which case it should 

have a negligible effect on Tg of the matrix, then we might consider this reduction to 

be due to dilution of the resin by PE~. 

The glass-transition temperature of a mixture, M, consisting of two fully miscible 

polymers, A and B, can be predicted using the Fox equation[131]: 

(3.16) 

where Tg is the absolute temperature of the glass-transition and W is the weight 

fraction of the component in the system. 

For a system consisting of PEO from a block copolymer, denoted E, and epoxy resin, 

denoted R, the weight fraction of PEO in the whole system will be proportional to the 

weight fraction of PEO in the block copolymer, WE. 

(3.17) 

Wp is the weight fraction of block copolymer in the system and, in the present case, is 

constant at 0.05. nE and nB are, respectively, the number of PEO and PBO repeat 

units in the block copolymer. 
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Equation 3.16 can be applied to this system and rearranged to give: 

(3.18) 

Thus, if the epoxy is being diluted solely by the PED and the Fox equation is valid in 

this system, a plot of 1 / Tg(M) against WE should be linear. It can be seen from the 

plot presented in Figure 3.41 that, at least for systems modified by EB and EBE 

copolymers, this is indeed the case. 

The data for BEB copolymers is included on the plot but was excluded from the fit. 

The samples containing BEBs with high PED content are in reasonable agreement 

with the fit, but were excluded since the lack of micellar scattering in these systems 

suggests that the PBD block may be dissolved in the matrix which would complicate 

the diluent effect. Data for B~7SB64 and B.wE127B44 are not plotted since these 

samples are macrophase separated. The Tg observed at 169°C in these samples is 

assumed to be that of the epoxy rich phase. A second T g at much lower temperature, 

belonging to the block copolymer rich phase, would be expected in these samples but 

no attempt was made to observe this. Data for B3~3B34 (WE = 0.0230) and 

B37E lSoB37 (WE = 0.0275) indicate that T g for these systems is significantly higher 

than predicted. This suggests that some of the PED is not interacting with the resin. 

One possible explanation for this is that, if networks of bridging micelles are formed, 

then the micelle centres may be sufficiently close together so as to prevent proper 

interpenetration by the epoxy network. 

From the gradient of the fitted line Tg( E) can be calculated to be -88°C. Values for T g 

of PEO in the literature vary widely depending on the molecular weight and what end 

groups are present. However, this value is well within the range of -40 to -115°C 

quoted in the compendium by Mark[132]. 
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Figure 3.41 - Plot showing a fit of glass-transition data to the Fox equation. Samples consist of 5wt% 
of block copolymer in BADGE + DETDA, cured at 75°C. Only data plotted as open markers (EB and 

EBE) were fitted to the line. 

Using the calculated values of Tg(E) and Tg(R) and the measured Tg(M) for the 

macrophase separated systems (169°C) together with equation 3.13, the weight 

fraction of epoxy resin in the epoxy rich phase of these samples can be estimated to 

be approximately 0.80. 

Bates, Wu and Thio[39, 71, 72] have observed an increase in the glass-transition of a 

phenol-novolac cured BADGE epoxy resin system after addition of PED-PBD or 

PED-PHD diblock copolymer. These systems form vesicles as well as wormlike and 

spherical micelles, but some increase is observed in all cases. It is unclear why this 

occurs, but the present results suggest that this behaviour is highly dependent on the 

curing agent in use. The cured resins produced by Bates et al. have relatively low 

glass-transition temperatures in their unmodified states (90-115°C). 
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3.4.2 Mechanical Properties 

Figures 3A3 - 3.45 show the measured values for tensile and flexural modulus, KIc , 

and flexural stress at fracture for epoxy resins modified with various block 

copolymers. Where included, error bars indicate maximum and minimum values 

since only two qr three samples were examined in each case. 

Little can be inferred from this data. There is clearly a decrease in flexural modulus 

after addition of any block copolymer and this appears, unsurprisingly, to be 

inversely related to flexural stress at fracture. There is no indication of any sizeable 

effect on fracture toughness (K1c)' This may be because of difficulty encountered in 

obtaining reproducible initial cracks in the fracture toughness samples. The samples 

were sufficiently brittle that crack initiation tended to lead to complete fracture. This 

might be fixed by using larger samples in order to allow the initial crack to propagate 

further without reaching the edge of the sample. This has not been tried since 

supplies of material are limited. It may well be that the micellar systems simply do 

not toughen this resin system. 

Bates et al.[39, 71, 72] have reported enhanced fracture toughness in micelle 

containing systems of PEO-PBO and PEO-PHO in phenol novolac cured BADGE. 

They have typically observed a doubling of Klc in the presence of spherical micelles. 

As noted above, their epoxy resin system is significantly different to that employed 

here and it is known that changing the cross-linking agent in an epoxy system can 

dramatically affect it susceptibility to toughening[I]. 
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Figure 3.42 - Flexural and tensile modulus values for cured samples of BADGE + DETDA modified 
with 5wt% of various block copolymers 
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Figure 3.43 - Klc (fracture toughness) values determined for cured samples of BADGE + DETDA 
modified with 5wt% of various block copolymers 
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Figure 3.44 - Flexural stress at fracture for cured samples of BADGE + DETDA modified with 5wt% 
of various block copolymers 

3.4.3 Other Observations 

Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surface of some of the samples used in 

fracture toughness measurement were obtained and are presented in Figure 3.45. 

Protrusions are visible on all surfaces except the blank sample. It is unclear what 

these are, but they may be domains of particularly high block copolymer 

concentration of which one side is exposed on fracture. 

Attempts were made to use atomic force microscopy (AFM) to study the nanoscale 

phase separation in these systems. In AFM, the surface of a sample is mechanically 

probed using a very fine tip, typically etched from silicon and of radius -Wnm. The 

tip is rastered across the surface of the sample by a piezoelectric actuator. The 

vertical deflection of the tip is determined by monitoring the displacement of a laser 

beam reflected from the top side of the cantilever on which the tip is located. In this 

way, surface features having lateral dimensions on the order of nanometres can be 

imaged with sub-nanometre veltical resolution. 
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Blank Sample 

Figure 3.45 - Scanning electron micrographs from fracture surfaces of J1.1odified epoxy samples which 
had been cured at 75°C, post-cured at 180°C and fractured using a razor blade to initiate the crack 
then bending to propagate the crack. 
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In this case 'tapping mode' AFM was used. Here the tip is vibrated such that it 

resonates at some frequency and the shift in that frequency is monitored as the 

surface is scanned. The frequency changes depending on how heavily damped the 

vibrations are on interaction with the surface. Hence 'hard' regions of the surface can 

be distinguished from 'soft' regions by viewing the phase-contrast image. An 

additional advantage of the tapping mode technique in polymer studies is that the 

reduced contact of the tip with the surface minimizes damage to the sample (as 

compared with 'contact mode' where the tip is dragged over the surface). 

Figure 3.46 shows AFM images obtained from a sample containing 20wt% 

B2SE210B2S. The first time that the AFM tip passes over an area on the sample, large 

soft, dark, areas are visible in the phase image. When the tip is passed over the same 

region for a second time, these structures appear to have been crushed and dragged to 

one side by the tip. It is possible that these structures are composed PED chains 

which have crystallized as they are exposed on the surface. Contact with the tip leads 

to disruption of the crystallites. 

Figure 3.47 shows the phase image for a cured sample containing 20wt% of 

B2oE141B20. This appears to show the existence of structure on nanometre length 

scales. It was hoped that AFM would be complimentary to SAXS and allow 

characterization of those samples where SAXS patterns are not well defined. 

Unfortunately, experimental difficulties were encountered in the form of repeated 

fouling of the AFM tip. This made obtaining good quality images impossible without 

frequent replacement of the costly AFM tip. Presumably, this was due to the tip 

'picking up' some part of the sample, such as the surface features described above. 

AFM imaging was abandoned after repeated attempts to overcome this problem were 

unsuccessful. 
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Figure 3.46 - AFM height (left) and phase (right) images from a sample of BADGE+DETDA 
containing 20wt% B2SE210B2S cured at 75°C. The upper image is the first scan and the lower image is a 

second, subsequent, scan centred on the same area. 

Figure 3.47 - AFM phase image of a sample containing 20wt% of B2oE141B20' 
The image is 2/-Lm wide. 
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4 Conclusions and Future Work 

4.1 Summary & Conclusions 

Systems consisting of a bisphenol-A, diglycidyl ether (BADGE) epoxy resin cured 

with diethyltoluenediamine (DETDA) and modified with block copolymers 

composed of poly(ethylene oxide} (PEO) and poly(butylene oxide) (PBO) have been 

investigated. Samples were prepared containing a range of concentrations of block 

copolymers having different architectures (EB diblocks, EBE and BEB triblocks), 

and differing compositions, as measured by the volume fraction of one component in 

the block copolymer. The morphology of the cured samples on micron and 

nanometre length scales was investigated using a range of techniques, including 

SAXS, SALS, TEM and cross-polarized optical microscopy. 

Initial experiments demonstrated that PBO homopolymer displays an upper critical 

solution temperature (VeST) in BADGE. The ability of some of the BEB triblocks 

used to form bridged micellar networks in aqueous solution was also confirmed by 

dynamic light-scattering. It was hoped that the formation of bridged micellar 

networks of block copolymer in the epoxy resin might lead to significant 

improvement in mechanical properties of the cured epoxy. 

The curing kinetics of a diblock containing system that is known to form micelles in 

the cured resin at low block copolymer concentration was investigated by FTIR 

spectroscopy. Other workers have observed a retardation of the reaction rate in PEa 

containing systems[45, 47]. They attribute this to hydrogen-bonding between PEO 

and the epoxy system interfering with the auto-catalytic reaction mechanism. Such 

behaviour was not observed in this system, possibly because the interaction between 

PEO and the resin is limited by geometric constraints imposed by the confinement of 

PEO to the micellar corona. A marked reduction in reaction rate was observed at 
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high concentrations. This was attributed to the transition from a solution of block 

copolymer in a reactive solvent to a block copolymer gel swollen by a reactive 

diluent. 

Optical observation of the cured samples, both by microscopy and with the naked 

eye, demonstrated a number of features. PEO crystallites are clearly observed at 

higher concentrations. In lower concentration samples, turbidity indicates the 

presence of structures with size similar to that of the wavelength of visible light; this 

was attributed to flocculation of micellar particles. Reaction-induced macrophase 

separation was observed in one BEB containing system, but not in an EBE system of 

similar composition. 

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments revealed microphase separation on 

the nanometre scale in many of the samples. Taking the results for all samples in 

combination, the following general pattern was observed. At low concentrations 

interacting micellar structures may be formed in an epoxy matrix. As expected, the 

degree of interaction between micelles increases as concentration is increased. When 

the concentration gets sufficiently high, packed cubic structures are observed and the 

system becomes more like a swollen block copolymer gel. Further increases in block 

copolymer concentration result in phase transitions from cubic packed spheres to 

hexagonally packed cylinders and then on, sometimes through a gyroid phase, to 

lamellar structures. This is the sequence of transitions which has been observed in 

block copolymer systems when a solvent which is selective for one of the blocks is 

added, similar behaviour has also been reported in one of the modified epoxy 

systems investigated by Dean[40]. The behaviour is consistent with selective 

swelling of the PEO block by the epoxy resin, thereby increasing the volume fraction 

of the (PEO + epoxy) component at lower block copolymer concentrations. SAXS 

patterns obtained from samples cured at elevated temperature suggest that the 

tendency of the epoxy to preferentially swell PEO over PBO increases with increased 

temperature. 
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The tendency to microphase separate is dependent on the architecture of the block 

copolymer and on the PBO content. Systems having copolymers with low PBO 

content do not microphase separate from the resin at low concentrations. 

The micellar structure in low concentration samples was confirmed by transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). The Rayleigh-Percus-Yevick model allows the 

determination, from SAXS data, of characteristic parameters for micellar systems, 

such as those observed here, where the interactions between micelles are sufficiently 

close to those expected between a set of hard spheres. Those samples for which the 

data were a good fit to the model were analyzed and trends in their respective 

parameters were determined. 

It is clear from SAXS experiments performed before and after curing that some of 

the low concentration systems undergo reaction-induced micellization. That is, 

starting from a homogenous, or poorly ordered, system the PBO blocks phase 

separate during curing so that the cured product contains micelles. The degree of 

microphase separation prior to cure, and the probability of reaction-induced 

microphase separation occurring in those systems with no structure prior to cure, was 

found to be dependent on the volume fraction of PBO in the copolymer. Time

resolved SAXS data, combined with kinetics data from the FfIR experiments, shows 

that the maximum scattering intensity increases linearly with extent of reaction until 

a maximum is reached. This is consistent with a linear increase in the number of 

micelles up to the point where all of the PBO has phase separated. 

In some cases, where the volume fraction of PBO in the block copolymer is too low, 

vitrification sets in before the reaction-induced micellization process is complete and 

non-equilibrium structures are observed. This is supported by data from samples 

cured using a more reactive curing agent. Micelle dimensions were shown to be 

reasonably independent of curing agent for those systems where the microphase 

separation process is complete before vitrification occurs. 
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The ratio of the number of micelles present in pairs of samples was estimated from 

the fitted SAXS data. In systems where the microphase separation process had gone 

to completion before vitrification occurred, and at low concentrations, the number of 

micelles doubles on doubling the concentration. At higher concentrations the 

relationship between block copolymer concentration and number density of micelles 

becomes non-linear. This is consistent with the onset of the situation where some of 

the additional block copolymer is consumed in swelling the existing structures, 

which will eventually lead to long-range order and observation of the sequence of 

structures described above. 

From measurements of the micellar core radius, the association number, N, of the 

micelles has been determined to scale with block copolymer composition in a very 

similar manner to that observed for PEOIPBO copolymers in water. For EmBn, 

EmB2nEm and BnEmBn systems, the association number was found to scale as 

m-O.6J nJ·
22

. This was found to be in good agreement with the value determined by 

Booth and co-workers for aqueous systems[120]. 

Increasing the curing temperature was found to increase the observed radius of the 

micelles. 

Reaction-induced macrophase separation was observed in one BEB sample on curing 

at 75°C and in others at elevated temperature. The process was characterized by 

optical microscopy and time-resolved small-angle light scattering (SALS). The 

observations were found to be consistent with phase separation by spinodal 

decomposition in accordance with the Cahn-Hilliard linear theory in the early stage. 

Vitrification occurs before the process is complete, yielding a cured sample with an 

interpenetrating network of phase separated domains. 

The glass transition temperature of cured epoxy resin was shown to decrease after the 

addition of low concentrations of block copolymer. By fitting data from samples with 

a constant weight fraction of block copolymer in the system to the Fox equation, it 

was determined that, in most cases, the decrease is the result of dilution of the resin 
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by PEO and is independent of PBO content. Two BEB samples showed anomalously 

high Tgsgiven their compositions - although they were still lower than the value for 

the unmodified resin. It is suggested that this may be due to flocculation of micelles. 

The modulus of bulk samples was determined to decrease after addition of block 

copolymer and 'a corresponding increase in the flexural stress at break was observed. 

Fracture toughness did not appear to be improved by any significant degree, although 

this could be due to inadequacies in the testing process. It is noted that the only 

experiments where a significant increase in fracture toughness is observed in a 

system containing spherical micelles are those of the Bates group[39, 71] using a 

specific phenol-novolac cured epoxy resin system which also displays anomalous Tg 

behaviour. 

4.2 Future Work 

The results obtained in the present work suggest a number of further series of 

experiments which might provide interesting results. 

Reaction kinetics in micelle forming systems 

Further experiments could be carried out to compliment the results obtained here 

which demonstrate that micelle forming systems do not exhibit the same degree of 

retardation displayed by PEO + Epoxy and non-micellizing block copolymer + epoxy 

systems. If the experimental procedure used herein can be modified so as to improve 

the signal-to-noise ratio and therefore improve resolution then it would be possible to 

perform a series of experiments using a range of micellizing systems so as to confirm 

the behaviour observed here and to fully determine the factors affecting the reaction 

rate. It would be interesting to observe the effect of differing degrees of microphase 

separation prior to cure on the curing kinetics (i.e. from systems which are fully 

microphase separated prior to cure, through those which are initially partially 

separated to those which show no evidence of microphase separation until the 

reaction is partially complete.) 
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Reaction-induced microphase separation 

The process of reaction-induced micellization observed here appears worthy of 

further investigation. It is hoped that time-resolved SAXS at a synchrotron radiation 

facility might allow improved observations of the process. In particular it would be 

useful to determine at what point in the separation process the scattering data 

becomes a good fit to the RPY, and whether this would allow a mechanism for the 

process to be deduced. 

It would also be interesting to observe the effect of concentration on reaction-induced 

microphase separation. Although Meng et al.[59] have reportedly observed reaction

induced formation of a structure showing long range cubic symmetry, however, little 

data is available to confirm this observation. 

Micellar network formation and mechanical properties 

It was hoped that it might be possible to observe the effect of a bridging micellar 

structure on the mechanical properties of an epoxy system. This has not proved to be 

achievable with these systems. It might be possible to make such a system using 

epoxy reactive triblocks as described in the introduction. Alternatively, if a triblock 

was synthesised with a low volume fraction of epoxy-immiscible end groups, but a 

large overall molecular weight, then it might form these structures prior to cure and 

maintain the structure throughout cure. For example, in Wu's work with PEO-PBO 

diblocks in epoxy resins[39], copolymers with much larger PBO blocks were used 

(together with a corresponding increase in the size of the PEO block). 
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